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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING
of the
BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM

Madison, Wisconsin

Held in the Clarke Smith Room, 1820 Van Hise Hall
Friday, April 9, 1982
9:00 a.m.

- President Erdman presiding -

PRESENT: Regents Beckwith, Erdman, Finlayson, Fitzgerald, Fox, Gerrard, Grover, Heckrodt, Hendrickson, Jesinski, Knowles; Lawton, O'Harrow, Podlesny and Schilling

ABSENT: Regent Veneman

Upon motion of Regent Fitzgerald, seconded by Regent Beckwith, it was voted that the minutes of the regular meeting of the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System, held on March 5, 1982, be approved as mailed to the members of the Board.

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD

Regent O'Harrow, Chairman of the Special Regent Study Committee on Extension, commented on the Committee's report, stating that many suggestions had been received in the past month and that some revisions had been made in order to clarify recommendations and render them less susceptible to misinterpretation. These modifications, he emphasized, did not change the intent or the objectives of the recommendations submitted to the Board in March.

Adoption of the following resolution was moved by Regent O'Harrow and seconded by Regent Finlayson:

Resolution 2558: That the Board of Regents accept the report of the Special Regent Study Committee on Extension and endorse each of the recommendations contained in its report. Further, that the Board of Regents charge the Chancellor of UW-Extension in conjunction with each of the Chancellors and their faculties and staff with the responsibility of developing a statewide, coordinated extension plan as called for in the report. Further, that the administration and faculty of each institution recognize the importance of the extension function and proceed to give appropriate and adequate recognition to those involved in extension activities.
Regent Fox inquired about a change in the last sentence of recommendation number 8, which had originally read: "Further, that ultimate responsibility for the budget and positions associated with UW-Extension will remain with the UW-Extension Chancellor." Noting that the words "and positions" had been deleted from the revised recommendation, he asked for an explanation of the purpose of that amendment.

Regent O'Harrow indicated it was hoped that the revision would help to strengthen negotiations for interinstitutional agreements.

Regent Fox asked if the change meant that someone other than the UW-Extension Chancellor would have responsibility for positions or if it was assumed that the word "budget" included positions.

It was observed by Regent Beckwith that the policy issue at stake was whether or not there should be a System extension plan and a budget reflecting that plan, so that when there were changes, either in needs or in staffing, they could be negotiated by the UW-Extension Chancellor with the individual institutions. Indicating that there had been concern by chancellors of the four-year universities that they were being given additional extension responsibility without an adequate resource base, he explained that recommendation number 8 had been rewritten and that section (c) had been added in order to assure that they would have the benefit of longer-term commitments to support extension activities. Rather than stating that the Chancellor of UW-Extension would have control of positions as such, he said, it seemed adequate to provide for him to have ultimate control of the budget, which encompassed positions and would give him the necessary power to negotiate with other chancellors as change was required. The words "and positions" had become more a matter of heat than light, he remarked, adding that the Committee members did not feel that removing those words substantially changed the thrust of their recommendation.

Regent Knowles pointed out that, if reference to positions were left in recommendation number 8, it would appear to conflict with recommendation number 5 which called for the filling of positions on the campus, if possible. He felt that the word "budget" would include positions.

Regent Beckwith noted that at one end of the spectrum were those who wished to have UW-Extension disassembled, its budget allocated to individual campuses and extension functions performed by those institutions with the minimal oversight, while at the other end there were those who wanted UW-Extension to remain essentially the same, with a separate budget, a separate faculty, and interinstitutional agreements when possible. He said the Committee's report was an effort to move toward an integrated system and toward more extension being delivered by the four-year institutions, with more economic resources available to them to fulfill that obligation, but "without abandoning the idea that we cannot, in 1982 or 1983, decide how extension is going to be on each of our campuses forever. In other words, there has to be enough flexibility to deal with a System extension plan over time."

Referring to the first four lines of recommendation number 9, Regent Fox noted that they read: "Suggest the use of the following criteria in determining the involvement and best use of resources for the extension function at the various institutions. The seven criteria recommended by the President's Advisory Group on Extension are." He suggested that those lines be revised to read: "Suggest the use of the seven criteria recommended by the President's Advisory Group on Extension in determining the involvement and best use of resources for the extension function at the various institutions. They are."
As those who made and seconded the motion, Regents O'Harrow and Finlayson indicated their acceptance of that modification.

Noting that the next-to-the-last sentence in recommendation number 7 and the last sentence in recommendation number 5 began with the word "that," Regent Erdman suggested that they be changed into complete sentences. Those additional revisions also were accepted.

The question was put on Resolution 2558, and it was adopted unanimously.

(The report is appended as EXHIBIT A.)

President Erdman observed that the Committee's report was one of the most important policy documents to come before the Board of Regents. Both she and Vice President Lawton commended Chairman O'Harrow and regent members Beckwith and Knowles for their diligent and successful efforts.

Regent Beckwith, Chairman of the Council of Trustees of the UW Hospital and Clinics, reported first that the financial condition of the hospital was essentially good. While the hospital was running somewhat below budget, due to patients staying for shorter lengths of time, no serious difficulty was anticipated. In university research hospitals, the length of stay is typically longer than in general hospitals because the acuteness of illness is greater, he explained, adding that perhaps one reason for the movement toward shorter lengths of stay was that the patient population was becoming more like that of a general hospital, due to the number of tertiary care centers in the state. Referring to a new method of vascular diagnosis which could be performed on an out-patient basis, he pointed out that progress in technology also shortened periods of hospitalization. "That has some interesting philosophical implications. Obviously, we would prefer to have a shorter length of stay, but that may have adverse financial implications." He thought it might well be that over time the daily rate for hospital services would increase but the length of stay would decrease, so that the net cost to the patient might remain about the same. The Council also had reviewed the hospital's 1982-83 budget, which was to be presented to the Board's Business and Finance Committee at the May meeting.

Reporting on behalf of the Special Regent Committee on Student Discipline, Regent Finlayson said the Committee had held a hearing on March 29 concerning an appeal filed by Eugene Jurczyk from a decision by the UW-Oshkosh Student Conduct Hearing Panel. Mr. Jurczyk and representatives of UW-Oshkosh had been invited to file written briefs in advance of the hearing and to present oral arguments at the hearing. Assistant Chancellor Edwin B. Smith appeared on behalf of UW-Oshkosh to present the University's position, which also had been set forth in a written brief, and to answer questions from the members of the Committee. Mr. Jurczyk did not submit a brief, nor did he appear at the hearing. Following the hearing, the Committee decided to uphold the decision of the Student Conduct Hearing Panel and a written determination to that effect was being rendered. Regent Finlayson also noted that another appeal, which was filed by Mr. Michael Pung from a decision by the UW-Oshkosh Student Conduct Hearing Panel, had been withdrawn by Mr. Pung.
Regent Erdman thanked the members of the Committee—Regent Finlayson, Regent Heckrodt and Chairman Veneman—for their work in reviewing those student appeals.

Regent Hendrickson, President of the State Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, reported that the VITAE governance bill had been passed by both houses of the Legislature and forwarded to the Governor. Acknowledging especially the leadership of Senator Gary Goyke, Chairman of the Senate Education Committee, he said the bill provided a rational approach to correcting administrative problems and strengthening of the State Board's hand in guiding district operations. He added that one major by-product of the legislative effort had been development of a much-improved working relationship between the state and district boards.

Noting that the Senate version of the budget adjustment bill included provision for a Legislative Council study of coordination between the UW and VITAE systems, Regent Erdman said she had recently received a review of the extent of such cooperative endeavors. "It is encouraging to see the amount of really enthusiastic coordination that does go on, and it is a pity, I think, that more people are not aware of this and not realizing that this effort is so well focused."

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE SYSTEM

It was moved by Regent Knowles, seconded by Regent Jesinski and unanimously carried that Resolution 2559 be adopted:

Resolution 2559: That the report of non-personnel actions by administrative officers to the Board of Regents and informational items reported for the record (copy on file with the papers of this meeting) be received for the record; and that actions included in the report be approved, ratified and confirmed.

President O'Neil called attention to an item in the report which concerned a delegation agreement between the Department of Administration and the University System on purchasing and printing. Observing that the agreement formalized the most recent success in ongoing efforts toward deregulation, he said it delegated to the System substantial authority to purchase biddable commodities, including printing services, and expanded authority to purchase contractual services. Within the past year, there had been similar delegation agreements with regard to data processing and the purchase of telecommunications equipment, he recalled, adding that further progress was anticipated due to the conscientious work of the Deregulation Task Force created jointly by the UW System and the Department of Administration. Deregulation of this sort was much more than simply formalistic, particularly in times of increasingly scarce resources, he stated, noting that the University had asked state government for maximum flexibility in allocating and extending the resources which remained, arguing that, if reductions must be made, sometimes on very short notice, at least there should be broad latitude in making them.
Turning to other regulatory issues, the President cited concern a month previously about the prospect that salary increases for persons earning over $30,000 would be prohibited by state law, despite the discretion given to the Board of Regents by the Joint Committee on Employment Relations in passing the biennial pay package. This proposed ceiling later was rejected by a bipartisan coalition in the Senate, and the money which would have been deleted from the pay plan was fully restored. Although the outcome in the Assembly was not yet known, he felt the Senate's recognition of the crucial need for flexibility in salary determination and the importance of merit in recognizing the contributions of senior scholars was a most encouraging sign. In the legislative session which had just-ended, he continued, a bill dealing with toxic substances had been amended to remove a potentially grave threat to scientific research laboratories where certain kinds of chemicals were stored and used. Responding to concerns expressed by university scientists, legislators had reshaped the constraints in such a way as to reconcile the need for safety and environmental protection with the equally vital needs of innovative scientific research. In addition, a bill which would have further restricted the practices of state-owned hospitals, including the University Hospital, failed to pass during the session. "While these actions do not fit the conventional notion of deregulation," he stated, "the sensitivity of legislators, as well as those in the executive branch, to the special and critical needs of higher learning in university-based research is especially gratifying at a time when the basic budget issues—even for this biennium—remain unresolved."

Noting that he had just received two letters from faculty colleagues expressing deep concern on the part of faculty about state and federal government policies which might severely, if often inadvertently, hamper their work, President O'Neil said he would respond that, while the University probably had experienced more successes than failures of late in the regulatory area, important challenges remained in such areas as conflict of interest rules, availability of sabbatical leaves, and research involving laboratory animals. Stating that he would acknowledge the appropriateness and necessity of much of the government regulation to which universities are subject, he pointed out that the task is to differentiate clearly between rules which are warranted and those which are needlessly intrusive.

Mr. Robert Kranz, President of the United Council of UW Student Governments, summarized the status of a number of United Council projects, noting first that information had been provided to campus representatives concerning the termination of social security benefits, so that affected students could be encouraged to register before May 1 and to write letters asking for postponement of the cut-off date. Another project related to review of court cases which dealt with student media and First Amendment, including questions of prior restraint and censorship, as well as definitions of libel, obscenity, invasion of privacy and what constitutes disruptive literature.

Reports would be presented in May, Mr. Kranz indicated, regarding student perspectives on programs aimed at recruitment and retention of minority and disadvantaged students, and on programs for women. In conclusion, he noted that United Council had forwarded to HEAB its appointments to the Council on Financial Aids and that it was now up to HEAB to call that body into session. "We are hoping that they will do that in a very timely fashion so that students can once again have a primary mechanism for input into the development of policy at the Higher Educational Aids Board."
Regent Schilling said he would inquire at the next HEAB meeting about the disposition of those appointments.

Mr. Kranz added that United Council was very pleased that the Joint Committee on Finance had amended the budget adjustment bill to restore approximately $1.6 million to the HEAB budget, inasmuch as students felt the state should be responsible for taking up some of the slack caused by federal reductions in student financial aid.

Chairman Beckwith presented the Committee's report.

The Committee first considered sexual harassment disciplinary processes developed by UW-Madison, UW-Parkside, UW-Stevens Point and the UW Center System. Executive Vice President Kauffman commented briefly, noting that regent approval would complete the process started almost a year previously by adoption of Regent Policy Document 81-2 entitled "Sexual Harassment Policy Statement and Implementation." The disciplinary processes of the other eleven institutions had been approved at the April 1982 meeting. System Associate Counsel Patricia Hodulik, who had reviewed the proposed disciplinary procedures, indicated that they satisfied the criteria established in the Board policy.

Adoption of the following resolution was moved by Regent Beckwith, seconded by Regent Jesinski, and voted unanimously:

Resolution 2560: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents approves the sexual harassment disciplinary processes of the following institutions in the UW System: UW-Madison, UW-Parkside, UW-Stevens Point, and UW-Center System, Exhibits 1 through 4.

(Copies of the exhibits are on file with the papers of this meeting.)

Regent Beckwith stated that a report on educational programs designed to combat sexual harassment was presented to the Committee in compliance with Regent Policy Document 81-2, which required, in addition to development of disciplinary processes, that each institution establish educational programs designed to inform employees and students of the nature of sexual harassment, to increase their sensitivity to it, and to publicize the procedures, sanctions and remedies available against it. Informational reports had been provided for all System institutions except UW-Milwaukee and UW-Parkside, which would submit their reports after committee work was completed.
A new academic program proposal for a B.S. Degree in Computer Science at UW-Platteville was presented to the Committee for a first reading. Indicating that the 36-credit program was consistent with the institution's mission and compatible with the academic needs and orientation of the UW-Platteville School of Business, Industry and Communications and the College of Engineering, Vice President Lyall recommended that the program be approved when returned to the Board for action in May. Chancellor Carrier then described the planning process employed at UW-Platteville to identify resources for the implementation of this and other new programs, noting that it involved reallocation of faculty positions from areas of declining enrollment to areas experiencing significant growth. Positions deallocated from areas such as criminal justice, sociology and education would be available for curricular needs in such areas as mining engineering, agriculture and computer science.

Regent Beckwith noted that an information report on the William F. Vilas Trust Estate had been deferred until the May Committee meeting.

Upon motion by Regent Beckwith, seconded by Regent Fitzgerald, Resolution 2561 was adopted unanimously.

Resolution 2561: That, upon recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the Board of Regents requests that the Trustees of the William F. Vilas Trust Estate supply the following funds for the fiscal year July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1983, subject to the availability of funds, as provided by the terms of the William F. Vilas Trust:

1. Continuation of 10 Vilas Undergraduate Scholarships at $400.00 each $4,000.00
2. Continuation of 10 Vilas Graduate Fellowships:
   a. 5 at $600.00 each $3,000.00
   b. 5 traveling fellowships at $1,500.00 each 7,500.00 $10,500.00
3. Continuation of 16 Vilas Research Professorships at $10,000.00 plus auxiliary allowances of $15,000.00 for each of the following: $400,000.00

Leonard Berkowitz - Vilas Research Professor in Psychology, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison

R. Byron Bird - Vilas Research Professor of Chemical Engineering, College of Engineering, UW-Madison
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George E. P. Box - Vilas Research Professor of Mathematics and Statistics, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison

Winston J. Brill - Vilas Research Professor of Bacteriology, College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, UW-Madison

Arthur S. Goldberger - Vilas Research Professor of Economics, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison

Reinhold Grimm, Vilas Research Professor of Comparative Literature and German, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison

Joel F. Handler - Vilas Research Professor in Law, Law School, UW-Madison

Ihab Hassan - Vilas Research Professor in English and Comparative Literature, College of Letters and Science, UW-Milwaukee

Jost Hermand - Vilas Research Professor in German, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison

Robert J. Lampman - Vilas Research Professor of Economics, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison

Henry A. Lardy - Vilas Research Professor of Biological Sciences, College of Agricultural and Life Sciences and Graduate School, UW-Madison

Willard F. Mueller - Vilas Research Professor of Agricultural Economics, College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, UW-Madison

Walter Rudin - Vilas Research Professor of Mathematics, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison

Jan Vansina - Vilas Research Professor of History, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison

Professor to be named (Chaffee replacement)

Professor to be named (Harrington replacement)

4. a. Continuation of 50 additional scholarships at $400.00 each $20,000.00

b. Continuation of 50 additional fellowships at $600.00 each $30,000.00

$50,000.00
5. Continuation of eighty (80) additional scholarships at $400.00 each under the provisions of Paragraph (3), Article 4 of the Deed of Gift and Conveyance by the Trustees of the Estate of William F. Vilas $32,000.00

6. Retirement benefits for five (5) Vilas Professors (Fellman, Hurst, Sanchez-Barbudo, Sewell, Willard) at $2,500.00 each $12,500.00

7. Continuation of support for encouragement of merit and talent or to promote appreciation of and taste for the art of music:
   a. UW-Madison: Frescobaldi International Conference and Quadrocentennial Celebration $11,000.00
   b. UW-Milwaukee: A Series of Events Highlighting Twentieth-Century Performance Practices in Music $9,750.00 $20,750.00

8. One-time special funding for Professor Henry Lardy 9,400.00

TOTAL VILAS REQUEST $539,150.00

Vice President Lyall reported to the Committee on a comparison of the three interinstitutional cooperative agreements in educational administration in effect between UW-Madison-UW-Oshkosh, UW-Madison-UW-Whitewater, and UW-Superior-UW-River Falls. Noting that the agreements had been analyzed with regard to provisions for admissions, course work, advisement, and program review, she indicated that they provided substantially comparable program opportunities. She also spoke of the useful precedent set by the cooperative agreements for possible future application in other academic areas in order to enable satisfaction of regional curricular needs, with reduction in the necessity for expanding programs or large expenditures.

Admissions—data on percentages accepted & denied, p8-9.

Regent Beckwith stated that the Committee then reviewed a report concerning data on applications for admission at each of the System institutions. Dr. Lyall emphasized particularly several findings in the report, including: (a) that 83% of all applicants met institutional requirements for regular admission; (b) that 3.5% were admitted as special students on probationary status or in special academic support programs; and (c) that 9.3% were denied admission. In interpreting data about applications, she pointed out, several considerations should be kept in mind, such as the process of self-selection by which students not meeting admissions requirements are counseled away from making applications, the fact that many students are admitted to UW institutions but do not enroll because they
could not be admitted to particular programs of their choice, and that numbers of applications and rejections alone tell little about the quality of the students who are accepted. The report also included a table showing that in 1981 all System institutions, except the Center System, drew more than 60% of their students from the top half of the students' high school classes. In Committee discussion, various ideas were exchanged dealing with measures useful for predicting success in college and possible methods for testing the effectiveness of measures currently used, such as rank in high school class and Scholastic Aptitude Test scores.

In response to the request of the Chairman of the Education Committee for assistance in examining the Board's current admissions policy, Dr. Lyall advised the Committee that she would present a working outline for such a study at the May meeting.

Regent Beckwith moved adoption of Resolutions 2562-2564. The motion was seconded by Regent Podlesny and unanimously voted.

Resolution 2562: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System and the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the status of John T. McNelly be changed from Professor, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, College of Letters and Science, to Evjue-Bascom Professor, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison, effective immediately with no change in salary.

Resolution 2563: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System and the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the status of David C. Lindberg be changed from Professor, Department of History of Science and Integrated Liberal Studies, College of Letters and Science to Evjue-Bascom Professor, Department of History of Science and Integrated Liberal Studies, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison, effective immediately with no change in salary.

Resolution 2564: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System and the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the status of Michael B. Petrovich be changed from Professor, Department of History, College of Letters and Science, to Evjue-Bascom Professor, Department of History, College of Letters and Science, UW-Madison, effective immediately with no change in salary.

Expressing appreciation for the Evjue-Bascom professorships, Regent Beckwith emphasized that, in times of declining state support, such professorships would be particularly significant factors in preserving the quality of faculty on the various campuses.
Regent Beckwith then presented Resolutions 2565 and 2566, noting that at UW-River Falls two positions were being combined into one, thereby reducing costs and providing greater efficiency. The request by UW-Milwaukee, he said, was to recruit a Dean of the School of Architecture, to replace Anthony Catanese, who had accepted another position. "I would like to observe that we regret very much having to lose Dr. Catanese who has become a friend of many of us and who is really one of our outstanding deans and has done an outstanding job of developing the School of Architecture at UW-Milwaukee, but at the same time, we wish him well in what is a bigger and more responsible position at another institution."

It was moved by Regent Beckwith, seconded by Regent Heckrodt and carried unanimously, that the following resolutions be adopted:

Resolution 2565: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System and the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the Chancellor be authorized to recruit for a Dean of the School of Architecture and Urban Planning at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Resolution 2566: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System and the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-River Falls, the Chancellor be authorized to recruit for a Dean of the Graduate School and Director of Extension-Continuing Education and Summer Session at the University of Wisconsin-River Falls.

REPORT OF THE BUSINESS AND FINANCE COMMITTEE

The Committee's report was presented by Chairman Fox.

Speaking in Committee about the status of the 1981-83 state budget for the UW System, President O'Neil observed that in the current session the Assembly was taking up two matters—the budget adjustment bill and reapportionment. Inasmuch as attention had been focused first on reapportionment, it was still uncertain when the budget adjustment bill would be finalized. Asked what would happen if no action were taken, he indicated that the System would build a budget based on the 1982-83 portion of the biennial budget with anticipation that changes would occur during the fiscal year.

Regent Fox stated that the Committee next reviewed the monthly list of gifts, grants and U.S. government contracts, which included 55 grants from the National Institutes of Health, 15 of them being restorations of previous budget cuts, for a total of almost $6.5 million from NIH. There also was a $2 million contract with the Department of Energy for high energy physics and 29 grants from the National Science Foundation totaling $2.2 million. Outside support for the year thus far added up to $189.6 million, $4 million more than for the same period a year ago. The federal portion was about $5 million less, but non-federal aid continued to be approximately $9 million ahead of the previous year.
Adoption of the following resolution was moved by Regent Fox, seconded by Regent Finlayson and voted unanimously:

Resolution 2567: That, upon recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the gifts, grants and contracts presented at this meeting (copy on file with the papers of this meeting) be accepted, approved, ratified and confirmed; and that, where signature authority has not been previously delegated, appropriate officers be authorized to sign agreements.

As a supplement to the above report, the Committee heard a presentation from Chancellor Swanson, who discussed extramural funding for UW-Stout. He indicated that the ten-year-old Center for Research and Education Improvement at UW-Stout had been successful in aiding the acquisition of outside support, with 149 proposals having been developed the previous year, 59 of which were funded. One-third of the University staff had been involved in these projects, the largest federally-funded grant being $575,000 for research and training in the Vocational Rehabilitation Center. He described various research and development projects with private companies, such as Tonka Toys, Kellogg, Donaldson, Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing and General Mills, also mentioning a joint program with the Northeast Wales Institute of Education and an extended program in Algeria. The Chancellor then outlined activities of the UW-Stout Foundation which had assets in excess of $1 million. There were comments concerning privately funded student financial aid, and issues of confidentiality and monitoring of faculty effort in University-corporate relationships were discussed.

In discussion at the Board meeting, Regent Schilling stated that, while the University should carve out an appropriate role in contributing to the state's employment and economic well-being by working with private industry, there were potential dangers in terms of confidentiality, ownership of patents, and other proprietary interests. Noting that during the Committee meeting he had inquired about development of policy to address such problems, he reiterated his concern, raising the question of whether it should be a matter of Regent policy or whether guidelines should be established by the individual institutions.

It was Regent Erdman's understanding that Vice President Lorenz would report further on the matter at an upcoming meeting of the Business and Finance Committee.

Regent Fox added that a System committee was working to identify the types of relationships which were in existence on the various campuses, noting that it was a complex area involving different kinds of relationships.
In his report to the Committee, Vice President Lorenz indicated that operations were proceeding on the basis that institutions would have to absorb any further reductions mandated by the Legislature and the Governor and that contingency planning was in effect to accommodate those uncertainties. The projected year-end free balance was under one million dollars.

---

REPORT OF THE PHYSICAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

Chairman Gerard presented the Committee's report.

Stating that the regents had been given a very interesting and informative tour of the UW Hospital the previous day, Regent Gerard observed that such visits helped to foster appreciation for the greatness of the University, and he expressed the hope that tours of various facilities would continue to be scheduled.

Regent Lawton noted that tours conducted after Committee meetings had not been successful in terms of attendance, primarily because the meetings sometimes lasted longer than anticipated. Inasmuch as many regents had been able to participate in the hospital tour, which had been held before Committee meetings, he asked for reaction to arranging more tours at that time of day.

Regent Gerard felt it would be a good idea to do so, and Executive Vice President Kauffman said that visits to facilities could be scheduled in that way almost every month if the Board wished.

As a new member of the Board, Regent Podlesny indicated that she found such tours to be very helpful.

With regard to the hospital tour, Regent Gerard said it had been pointed out that, while the complex cost $110 million, of which $50 million was state funds, for 1.5 million square feet, a new hospital being constructed by the University of Michigan was going to cost $250 million for less than half the square footage.

The cost of the Michigan hospital, Regent Schilling added, was without furniture, while the $110 million for the UW Hospital included furnishings.

Regent Lawton noted that the UW Hospital also housed the Medical and Nursing schools, but that he did not believe the University of Michigan Hospital would have teaching space. Recalling that there had been much criticism of the UW Hospital during the six-year building process, he observed that "the last two years, there has been a tremendous surge in morale, activity and everything that goes with it because of this new building, which is turning out to be a real bargain; functionally it was obviously a good decision."

The 1982 transportation plans for UW-Green Bay and UW-La Crosse were presented to the Committee by Chancellors Weidner and Richards.
Upon motion by Regent Gerrard, seconded by Regent Hendrickson, Resolution 2568 was adopted unanimously.

Resolution 2568: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-Green Bay and UW-LaCrosse Chancellors and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the 1982 Campus Transportation Plans for the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay and the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse, prepared in response to Resolution 2222 which directed each campus to base its transportation planning efforts upon Section 291 er. 36.11 (8m), Wisconsin Statutes, be adopted.

Regent Gerrard reported that the Committee then considered the UW-Madison 1982 transportation plan, which had been deferred at the March meeting for review of additional changes requested by the City of Madison’s Director of Transportation. System Administration and UW-Madison staff felt that the changes reflected in the most recent summary document adequately addressed the concerns he had expressed, while at the same time recognizing the realities of current campus use of existing modes of transportation and the campus view of future transportation developments and trends.

It was moved by Regent Gerrard and seconded by Regent O’Harrow that the following resolution be adopted:

Resolution 2569: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-Madison Chancellor and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the 1982 Campus Transportation Plan for the University of Wisconsin-Madison, prepared in response to Resolution 2222 which directed each campus to base its transportation planning efforts upon Section 291 er. 36.11 (8m), Wisconsin Statutes, be adopted as modified.

Regent Lawton asked if the City of Madison was represented at the Committee meeting.

Regent Gerrard responded in the negative but stated that UW-Madison Vice Chancellor Len Van Ess presented documentation showing that all the changes requested by the City Transportation Commission had been addressed.

Put to the vote, Resolution 2569 was unanimously adopted.

Regent Gerrard stated that the Committee approved concept and budget reports for a $600,000 central chilled water line extension to serve seven buildings on the UW-Madison agriculture campus and a project to construct a $272,000 potato farm storage facility on the UW-Madison’s experimental farm in Oneida County.
Adoption of the following resolution was moved by Regent Gerrard, seconded by Regent Fitzgerald and carried unanimously:

Resolution 2570: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-Madison Chancellor and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the concept and budget reports for the following projects be approved and authority granted to plan, bid and construct the projects, at the cost and from the funding source indicated:

- Chilled Water Line Extension-Agriculture Campus, R.2570, P. 14-15
- Starks Potato Farm Storage Facility (Experimental Farm in Cassian Township, Oneida County), $272,000 from Non-GPR Program Revenues - an increase of $22,000 from the Regent-approved budget

The Committee considered a request by UW-La Crosse to sell a small parcel of vacant, surplus land located outside the campus boundaries.

Resolution 2571 was unanimously adopted, upon motion by Regent Gerrard, seconded by Regent Heckrodt.

Resolution 2571: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-La Crosse Chancellor and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, authority be granted to sell a non-contiguous parcel of land on 13th Street in the City of La Crosse to the high bidder at a price of $22,100, with net proceeds of the sale to revert to the State Building Trust Fund.

It was reported by Regent Gerrard that the Committee approved addition of a flue gas recirculation system to three boilers at the UW-Madison Charter Street heating plant. The purpose of the project was to increase overall boiler efficiency and reduce emissions, with the reduction in coal use expected to provide annual savings of $102,300 and a payback period of four years.

Upon motion by Regent Gerrard, seconded by Regent Hendrickson, the following resolution was adopted unanimously:

Resolution 2572: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-Madison Chancellor and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, a major project involving the Charter Street Heating Plant Boilers #1, 2 and 3 Flue Gas Recirculation Systems be approved at a cost of $415,000 to be funded by General Obligation Bonding - Energy Conservation Allocation and authority be granted to plan, bid and construct.
The Committee received a status report concerning installation of a mosaic mural on the College of Natural Resources Building at UW-Stevens Point. It was noted that on July 22, 1977 (Resolution 1503), the Board had approved the project which was to be funded by $120,000 in gifts, using volunteer labor to make the individual tiles in the mural. A condition included in the resolution was that, when the mural was completed and before construction of the supporting framework, the Committee was to be advised that all funds were available for the installation. A member of the UW-Stevens Point Foundation staff was present at the Committee meeting to confirm completion of the fund-raising effort.

Regent Gerrard then called on Chancellor Marshall, who displayed a model of the mural at the Board meeting, noting that it included many of the animals, landmarks and geographical features of Wisconsin. He said the mural would be approximately 50' by 150' in size, and would consist of 286,000 tiles which had been mounted on boards. The next step was to place them in steel framework on the south wall of the building, a project which was to begin after the summer session in August and should be completed in November.

Regent Hendrickson added that all labor and materials had been donated.

Regent Gerrard moved adoption of Resolution 2573. The motion was seconded by Regent Fitzgerald and unanimously voted.

Resolution 2573: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-Eau Claire, Green Bay, Madison, Oshkosh, Platteville, River Falls, Stevens Point, Stout, Superior and Whitewater Chancellors and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, authority be granted to plan, bid and construct the following minor projects, at the cost and from the funding sources indicated:

- Horan Hall Shower Safing Repair Project, Program Revenues-Non-GPR $35,000
- Putnam Hall Window Improvement Project, Program Revenues-Non-GPR $48,000
- Physical Education Building Masonry Repairs Project, SPFF-GPR R-2573, P 16-17 $29,500
- Sheep Barn Replacement, Spooner Experimental Farm, Insurance Funds-Non-GPR R-2573, P 16-17 $50,000
- Wilgus/McGregor/Royce Halls Improvements Project, Program Revenues-Non-GPR $57,900
- Five Building Masonry Repairs Project, Program Revenues-Non-GPR $25,200; Cap. Imp. Fund Earnings-GPR $24,000 R-2573, P 16-17 $49,200
The Committee heard a proposal by Mr. Douglas Backus, of Real Estate Concepts Ltd., and Mr. Kevin Upton, representing a local public relations firm, to exchange 255 acres of farm lands located immediately west of the West Beltline and north of Mandt Farm for an approximate 25-acre parcel on the Rieder Farm located on the corner of Mineral Point Road and Whitney Way, Madison, as a site for the construction of a food merchandising center. After discussion, the proposed exchange was referred to UW-Madison for study and recommendation.

Vice President Winter reported to the Committee that construction bids for the UW-Madison East Campus Physical Education/Recreation Building were to be received on April 16. The project, budgeted at more than $10 million, would be the largest to be bid by the UW System in the biennium.

Indicating that the Committee discussed final plans for visits on April 13, 14 and 15 to System campuses in Superior, Marshfield, Stevens Point and Green Bay, Regent Gerrard noted that all regents were welcome to participate in these tours.
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY

Secretary Temby reported that the regent meetings on May 6 and 7, 1982, would be held at UW-Milwaukee.

---

At 10:30 a.m., the following resolution, moved by Regent Knowles and seconded by Regent Fitzgerald, was carried on a unanimous roll call vote, with Regents Erdman, Finlayson, Fitzgerald, Fox, Heckrodt, Jesinski, Knowles, Lawton, Podlesny and Schilling voting "Aye" (10) and no regents voting "No."

Resolution 2574: That the Board of Regents recess into closed session to consider personnel matters, as permitted by s. 19.85(1)(c), Wis. Stats., and to consider sale or purchase of land, as permitted by s. 19.85(1)(e), Wis. Stats.

---

CLOSED SESSION ACTIONS

The Board arose from closed session at 11:35 a.m., and adoption of the following resolution was announced:

Resolution 2575: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System and the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Dr. Norma S. Rees be appointed Vice Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and professor (with tenure) in the Department of Speech Pathology and Audiology, effective July 1, 1982, at an annual salary of $61,500.

The meeting was adjourned at 11:35 a.m.

Resolutions 2576 and 2577 were adopted in closed session on February 5, 1982, and March 5, 1982, respectively, but were not reported, pending campus receipt of acceptance from the nominees.

Resolution 2576: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-Milwaukee Chancellor and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the following persons be awarded honorary degrees, to be conferred at Commencement exercises on May 23, 1982, at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee:

Fred Harvey Harrington - Doctor of Humane Letters
Max Henry Karl - Doctor of Commercial Science

- Harrington, Fred Harvey - to be awarded D. H. L. by UW-Mil (R. 2576, p. 18)
- Karl - similar entry.
Resolution 2577: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-Madison Chancellor and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the following persons be awarded Honorary Degrees, to be conferred at Commencement in May 1982 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison:

- Daniel C. Aldrich - Sc.D.
- Ethel K. Allen - Sc.D.
- Marie Davis Gadsden - L.H.D.
- Melvin Laird - LL.D.
- Leonard Silk - L.H.D.
- Esmond E. Snell - Sc.D.

One entry each person to be awarded honorary degree by UW-Madison, R 2577, p 19.

April 20, 1982

Judith A. Temby
Secretary
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

GIFT-IN-KIND

1. MRS. JANE WERNER WATSON
   SANTA BARBARA, CA
   INDIAN MINIATURE PAINTINGS
   GIFT-IN-KIND
   MSN L&S  ELVJM MUSEUM ART

2. TEKTRONIX, INC.
   BEAVERTON, OR
   MODEL 4112 GRAPHICS TERMINAL, GRAPHICS TABLET AND
   ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
   GIFT-IN-KIND
   MSN L&S  GEOL & GEOPHYSICS

3. MR. ELDON B. RUSSELL
   MADISON, WI
   MARIA MARTINEZ, (PUEBLO), "POT", BLACK ON BLACK
   WITH SERPENT DESIGN RING AROUND WIDEST POINT,
   DESIGNED ON BASE, CERAMIC
   GIFT-IN-KIND
   MSN L&S  ELVJM MUSEUM ART

4. MR. & MRS. ALEXANDER HOLLAENDER
   WASHINGTON, D.C.
   34 COBB'S AND COBB'S RELATED WORKS OF ART
   GIFT IN KIND
   MSN L&S  ELVJM MUSEUM ART

5. DR. JAMES TANKERSLEY
   LA CROSSE, WI
   SAILBOAT, M-20 SCOW
   GIFT IN KIND
   MSN UNION GENERAL

6. TODD JOHNSON
   CHICAGO, IL
   SAILBOAT, INTERNATIONAL 505
   GIFT IN KIND
   MSN UNION GENERAL

7. DAIR J. STEWART
   MEQUON, WI
   SAILBOAT, C-SCOW
   GIFT IN KIND
   MSN UNION GENERAL

8. JOSEPH D. BONNESS, JR.
   NAPLES, FL
   SAILBOAT, SANTA CRUZ 33 RACING SLOOP
   GIFT IN KIND
   MSN UNION GENERAL

9. TEKTRONIX, INC.
   BEAVERTON, OR
   MATERIALS SCIENCE RESEARCH EQUIPMENT
   GIFT IN KIND
   MSN ENGR  ENGR EXPER STA  MATERLS SC
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

GIFT-IN-KIND

10. MRS. R. U. RATCLIFFE
    RICHARD U. RATCLIFFE ESTATE
    GIFT-IN-KIND
    MSN BUS SCH OF BUSINESS

11. MRS. VIOLA M. KOHRT
    TWO RIVERS, WI
    JOURNALS AND MONOGRAPHS
    MSN LIBR GENERAL LIBRARY

12. MR. JON HOLTZMANN
    MADISON, WI
    CATALOGUES OF GREEK AND ROMAN COINAGE
    MSN LIBR GENERAL LIBRARY

13. MR. CHARLES PARKHURST
    WASHINGTON, D.C.
    CATALOGUES OF THE HAUS DER DEUTSCHEN KUNST
    MUNICH, GERMANY, FROM 1937 TO 1944
    MSN LIBR GENERAL LIBRARY

14. APPLE EDUCATION FOUNDATION
    CUPERTINO, CA
    APPLE COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
    GIFT-IN-KIND
    MSN ENV ST INSTRUCTNL PROG INSTR PROG

INSTRUCTION

1. WISCONSIN DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
    MADISON, WI
    PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
    IMPROVING THE HIGH SCHOOL SPECIAL EDUCATION
    TEACHER'S INSIGHT INTO THE BASIC PHILOSOPHY AND
    TEACHING TECHNIQUES UTILIZED BY THEIR SCHOOL'S
    VOCATIONAL EDUCATORS
    FOR THE PERIOD 02-15-82 THROUGH 06-30-82
    AWARD # PAB 01717
    MSN FR&CS FAM RSRC&GNSM SC
    (144-R818) 9,490.00

2. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
    MADISON, WI
    CONTINUING EDUCATION FUND FOR RETURNING STUDENTS
    MSN C ED P ADMINISTRATION
    (133-C059) 50.00

3. MULTIPLE DONORS
    SUPPORT AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS GRADUATE TRAINING
    PROGRAM
    MSN AG&LSC ECONOMICS (AGR)
    (133-3859) 150.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

LIBRARIES

1. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
   MADISON, WI
   SECURITY SURVEY
   MSN L&S ELVJVM MUSEUM ART (133-E932) 7,000.00

2. MULTIPLE DONORS
   DEFRAY COST OF PURCHASE OF BOOKS FOR THE MEDICAL
   LIBRARY AT THE DISCRETION OF THE MEDICAL LIBRARIAN
   - PREFERABLY IN THE AREA OF ANESTHESIA OR MEDICAL
   HISTORY
   MSN HS-ADM LIBRARY (133-4545) 1.75

MISCELLANEOUS

1. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
   MADISON, WI
   DISCRETIONARY FUND-ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER
   ENGINEERING (TRUST INCOME)
   MSN ENGR ELEC & COMP ENGR (TRUST) 10,000.00

2. PUGET SOUND NATIONAL BANK—TO ESTABLISH THIS
   FUND WITH THE INCOME FROM THE TRUST (HELD BY
   THE BANK, VALUATION $33,000) FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
   OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTIVITY OR SERVICE WHICH
   ENHANCES THE QUALITY OF THE CLASSICS DEPARTMENT
   GRAU, CELIA NEWMAN MEMORIAL FUND
   (TRUST INCOME)
   MSN L&S CLASSICS (TRUST) 270.60

3. R. J. REYNOLDS INDUSTRIES, INC
   WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. -- TO ESTABLISH THIS FUND FOR
   USE IN MEETING NEEDS TO AUGMENT THE PROGRAMS
   OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE & LIFE SCIENCES
   AG & LSC DEAN'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
   (TRUST INCOME)
   MSN AG&LSC ADM-WIS EXP STA (TRUST) 5,000.00

4. C. N. WOOLSEY LECTURESHIP FUND
   (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN HS-MED (TRUST) 50.00

   100.00 MULTIPLE DONORS
   50.00 R. W. CRANSTON, M.D. - LA MESA, CA $ 75.00
   25.00 MULTIPLE DONORS
   $150.00

5. CITIBANK OF NEW YORK — REPRESENTING QUARTERLY
   INSTALLMENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE LEWIS G. WEEKS
   BEQUEST (R.A. 09-09-77)
   LEWIS G. WEEKS FUND NO. 2
   (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN L&S GEOG & GEOPHYSICS (TRUST) 60,000.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

MISCELLANEOUS

6. COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY—REPRESENTING
   A POLICY BEQUEST OF CHARLES G. SCHARF, JR.
   SCHOOL OF EDUCATION DEAN'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
   (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN EDUC GENERAL ADMIN DEANS OFF (TRUST ) 500.00

7. NORTHEAST BANK OF STANFORD -- STANFORD, MAINE
   TO ESTABLISH THIS FUND FOR THE ENHANCEMENT OF
   PROGRAMS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF METALLURGICAL
   & MINERAL ENGINEERING SUCH AS SCHOLARSHIPS,
   SPECIAL RESEARCH EFFORTS, FACULTY RETENTION, ETC.
   NATHAN GOFF ENGINEERING FUND (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN ENGR MET & MIN ENGR (TRUST ) 69,000.00

8. COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY
   APPLETON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   INSERVICE TRAINING FOR ADMINISTRATORS OF SPECIAL
   EDUCATION IN WISCONSIN
   FOR THE PERIOD 08-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # AGR DTD 03-08-82
   MSN EDUC EDUC ADMIN (144-R824) 11,655.00

9. COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY
   CUMBERLAND, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   INSERVICE TRAINING FOR ADMINISTRATORS OF SPECIAL
   EDUCATION IN WISCONSIN
   FOR THE PERIOD 08-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # AGR DTD 03-02-82
   MSN EDUC EDUC ADMIN (144-R825) 11,655.00

10. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION SERVICE AGENCY
    MADISON, WI
    PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
    INSERVICE TRAINING FOR ADMINISTRATORS IN SPECIAL
    EDUCATION IN WISCONSIN
    FOR THE PERIOD 08-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
    AWARD # AGR DTD 03-02-82
    MSN EDUC EDUC ADMIN (144-R826) 12,055.00

11. DHHS, PHS, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
    BETHESDA, MD
    IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

   1) MINORITY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT RESEARCH APPRENTICE
      PROGRAM
      FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-83
      AWARD # 2 SO3 RR03182-02
      MSN GRAD (144-R852) 3,000.00

   2) MINORITY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT RESEARCH APPRENTICE
      PROGRAM
      FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-83
      AWARD # 2 SO3 RR03183-02
      MSN HS-PHR PHARMACY (144-R853) 3,000.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

MISCELLANEOUS

3) MINORITY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT RESEARCH APPRENTICE PROGRAM FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-83 AWARD # 2 S03 RR03184-02 MSN HS-MED ADMINISTRATION DEANS OFFC (144-R854) 3,000.00

12. MULTIPLE DONORS DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY CHAIRMAN'S DISCRETIONARY FUND MSN HS-MED ANATOMY (133-A377) 500.00

13. MULTIPLE DONORS DEFRAY SECRETARIAL, POSTAGE, TELEPHONE AND SUPPLIES EXPENSES ASSOCIATED WITH THE "LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS JOURNAL" MSN L&S MATHEMATICS (133-A751) 200.00

14. TORONTO (UNIVERSITY OF) TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA DICTIONARY OF OLD ENGLISH MSN L&S COMPUTER SCI (133-A894) 1,500.00

15. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION MADISON, WI EXHIBITION FUNDS MSN L&S EVELJM MUSEUM ART (133-B418) 100.00

16. U.M. - MADISON BUSINESS ALUMNI SUPPORTING EDUCATION, INC. MADISON, WI LEASING MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENTS MSN BUS SCH OF BUSINESS (133-C025) 5,247.29

17. UNIVERSITY RADIATION ONCOLOGY ASSOCIATES MADISON, WI CLERICAL PERSONNEL SUPPORT MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY RAD THERAP (133-C796) 3,000.00

18. NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES WASHINGTON, DC DEFRAIGHT COST OF EDITORSHIP OF THE JOURNAL: THEORY AND RESEARCH IN SOCIAL EDUCATION MSN EDUC CURRIC & INSTR (133-C798) 600.00

19. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION MADISON, WI DEFRAIGHT COST OF STUDENT SALARIES MSN L&S EVELJM MUSEUM ART (133-C938) 3,000.00

20. MULTIPLE DONORS COMPUTER AIDS FOR DAIRY SCIENCE TEACHING MSN AG&LSC DAIRY SCIENCE (133-C972) 25.00

21. CONOCO, INC PONCA CITY, OK DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS CHAIRMAN'S DISCRETIONARY GRANT MSN L&S GEOL & GEOPHYSICS (133-D287) 2,500.00
### UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

#### MISCELLANEOUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grant/Donor</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>22.</strong> DAN AND SUE GRIFFITH, RICHLAND CENTER, WI</td>
<td><strong>$600.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN MEMORY OF BRIAN GRIFFITH TERESA ANNETTE COWLES MEMORIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN HS-HSP ADMINISTRATION ADMIN (133-D792)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>23.</strong> UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION MADISON, WI</td>
<td><strong>$100,775.88</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICAL SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT FUND MSN HS-MED (133-D802)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>24.</strong> CELANES CHEMICAL COMPANY CORPUS CHRISTI, TX</td>
<td><strong>$3,000.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRESTRICTED AID-TO-EDUCATION GRANT MSN L&amp;S CHEMISTRY (133-E335)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>25.</strong> MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td><strong>$930.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES - PULMONARY FELLOWS AND STAFF MSN HS-MED MEDICINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(133-E404)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>26.</strong> UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION MADISON, WI</td>
<td><strong>$285,000.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICAL SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT FUND MSN HS-MED (133-E517)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>27.</strong> MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td><strong>$675.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE AND CLERICAL SUPPORT STAFF IN THE DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN HS-MED NEUROLOGY (133-E647)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>28.</strong> UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION MADISON, WI</td>
<td><strong>$3,000.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS CHAIRMAN'S DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN L&amp;S GEOL &amp; GEOPHYSICS (133-E941)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>29.</strong> UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL INTERNISTS MADISON, WI</td>
<td><strong>$6,000.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL INTERNISTS' PROGRAM SUPPORT MSN HS-MED MEDICINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(133-F102)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>30.</strong> ORGANIC SYNTHESSES, INC. DETROIT, MI</td>
<td><strong>$2,000.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROVIDE FOR LECTURERS AND/OR SEMINAR SPEAKERS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN L&amp;S CHEMISTRY (133-F109)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>31.</strong> EXXON RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING COMPANY FLOREHAM PARK, NJ</td>
<td><strong>$500.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFERENCE ON THE THEORY OF MULTIPHASE FLOW MSN L&amp;S MATH RES CTR (133-F116)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>32.</strong> UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION MADISON, WI</td>
<td><strong>$2,505.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROVIDE ACCESS CHANNEL ON EACH PATIENT'S TV FOR PRESENTATION OF HEALTH EDUCATION TAPES MSN HS-HSP ADMINISTRATION ADMIN (133-F126)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

#### MISCELLANEOUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>DONOR/GIFTS</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>AWARD AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION</td>
<td>DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNT IN THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS</td>
<td>10,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNT</td>
<td>120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION</td>
<td>WISCONSIN HERBARIUM FUND</td>
<td>500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>WISC DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES</td>
<td>COOPERATIVE INTERNSHIP AGREEMENT FOR THE PERIOD 02-15-82 THRU 06-04-82</td>
<td>2,144.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>SCHOOL OF BUSINESS DEAN'S DISCRETIONARY GRANT</td>
<td>MSN BUS SCH OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>4,413.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td>SUPPORT MEDICAL SCHOOL PROGRAMS</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF SOILS CHAIRMAN'S DISCRETIONARY GRANT TO BE USED WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL AND LIFE SCIENCES</td>
<td>480.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td>ACCOUNTING RESEARCH, INSTRUCTION AND SERVICE PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>109.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>AFFILIATED UNIVERSITY PHYSICIANS, INC.</td>
<td>SUPPORT THE OPERATION OF THE OFFICE OF AFFILIATED UNIVERSITY PHYSICIANS</td>
<td>17,200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS  
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

MISCELLANEOUS

42. MURPHY PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC  
BURLINGTON, WI  
EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARD IN AGRICULTURE  
MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR (133-5652)  500.00

43. CONSORTIUM FOR GRADUATE STUDY IN MANAGEMENT  
MSN BUS SCH OF BUSINESS (133-5984)  
7,500.00 THE JOHNSON'S WAX FUND, INC.  
125.00 MULTIPLE DONORS

7,625.00

44. MULTIPLE DONORS  
UNRESTRICTED SUPPORT OF RADIOTHERAPY PROGRAMS  
MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY (133-6225)  25.00

45. MULTIPLE DONORS  
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY CHAIRMAN'S UNRESTRICTED FUND  
MSN HS-MED PATHOL & LAB MED (133-6647)  400.00

46. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION  
MADISON, WI  
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CHAIRMAN'S  
UNRESTRICTED GRANT  
MSN ENGR ELEC & COMP ENGR (133-6718)  2,000.00

47. MULTIPLE DONORS  
DEFRAY COST OF PLANTINGS IN THE LONGENECKER  
HORTICULTURAL GARDENS AT THE UW-MADISON ARBORETUM  
MSN ARBOR ARBORETUM (133-7854)  300.00

48. MULTIPLE DONORS  
SENSORY AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF FOOD FLAVORS  
MSN AG&LSC FOOD SCIENCE (133-8343)  450.00

49. CELANESE CORPORATION  
NEW YORK, NY  
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CHAIRMAN'S  
DISCRETIONARY GRANT  
MSN ENGR CHEMICAL ENGR (133-8366)  3,000.00

PHYSICAL PLANT

1. EDUCATION, DEPT. OF  
WASHINGTON, DC  
IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

1) GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS BUILDING - INTEREST SUBSIDY GRANT  
FOR THE PERIOD 09-04-74 THROUGH 04-01-82  
AWARD # 5-5-00672-0  
MSN UNIT-W DEBT SV AC BLDGS (144-H128)  13,859.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982
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2) MEMORIAL LIBRARY ADDITION - INTEREST SUBSIDY
FOR THE PERIOD 10-18-74 THROUGH 03-01-82
AWARD # 5-5-00640-0
MSN UNIT-W DEBT SV AC BLDGS (144-H430) 7,988.00

3) INTEREST SUBSIDY GRANT FOR HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING
FOR THE PERIOD 11-22-74 THROUGH 03-01-82
AWARD # 5-5-00677-0
MSN UNIT-W DEBT SV AC BLDGS (144-J408) 4,779.00

RESEARCH

1. W. STERLING EDWARDS
ALBUQUERQUE, NM
IMMUNOMODULATOR RESEARCH FUND IN HUMAN ONCOLOGY
(TRUST INCOME)
MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY (TRUST) 1,083.33

2. RUSSELL C. DOANE - MENOMONIE, WI
YOUNGS POULTRY FARMS - MENOMONIE, WI $ 3,470.00
TO ESTABLISH THIS FUND WHICH IS AVAILABLE FOR RESEARCH ON
RED KIDNEY BEAN DISEASE
DEPT. OF PLANT PATHOLOGY - RESEARCH ON
RED KIDNEY BEAN DISEASE (TRUST INCOME)
MSN AG&LSC PLANT PATHOLOGY (TRUST) 5,200.00

3. ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
CHICAGO, IL
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION-RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
CENTER TRUST FUND (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
MSN EDUC GENERAL ADMIN DEANS OFF (TRUST) 4,668.35

4. JOSEPH AND LUCY ZIING
MILWAUKEE, WI
CLINICAL ONCOLOGY TRUST FUND
(TRUST PRINCIPAL)
MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY (TRUST) 50.00

5. WISCONSIN CLINICAL CANCER TRUST FUND
(TRUST PRINCIPAL)
MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY (TRUST)
360.00 MULTIPLE DONORS
270.00 JAMES & JEAN AREDDY - SYLVANIA, OH $100.00
MULTIPLE DONORS 170.00
630.00

6. MULTIPLE DONORS
PROFESSOR DAVID PERLMAN MEMORIAL FUND FOR
HUMAN ONCOLOGY (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY (TRUST) 116.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON
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7. UW-FOUNDATION A/C
   EAST WISCONSIN TRUST COMPANY
   FINAL DISTRIBUTION FROM ESTATE
   MARY E. DAVIES CANCER RESEARCH FUND
   (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN HS-MED ONCOLOGY
   (TRUST ) 14,536.96

8. AGREC., ANIMAL & PLANT HEALTH INSPECTION SERVICE
   ST. PAUL, MN
   IMPROVEMENT OF DIAGNOSTIC TESTS FOR BOVINE
   BRUCELLOSIS
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-80 THROUGH 09-30-82
   AT A TOTAL COST OF $87,400.00
   AWARD # 12-16-4-196, MOD. 4
   MSN AGELSC VETERINARY SCI
   (144-Q117) 41,400.00

9. DHHS, PHS, ALCHL DRUG ABUSE MNTL HLTH ADM
   BETHESDA, MD
   RISK FACTORS IN DEPRESSION AMONG WOMEN OVER 50
   FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-83
   AWARD # 1 ROI MH36318-01
   MSN LGS WOMEN'S STUDIES
   (144-R843) 104,168.00

10. DHHS, PHS, ALCHL DRUG ABUSE MNTL HLTH ADM
    ROCKVILLE, MD
    IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

   1) FEAR MODIFICATION AND LEARNED AUTONOMIC CONTROL
      FOR THE PERIOD 09-01-80 THROUGH 06-30-82
      AT A TOTAL COST OF $129,946.00
      AWARD # 5 ROI MH10993-17, MOD. 3
      MSN LGS PSYCHOLOGY
      (144-Q065) 1,910.00

   2) PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS BY COMPUTER INTERVIEW
      FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
      AWARD # 5 ROI MH32624-03
      MSN HS-PSY PSYCHIATRIC INST
      (144-R830) 91,732.00

   3) DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENCES IN FRIGHT FROM MASS
      MEDIA
      FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
      AWARD # 5 ROI MH35320-02
      MSN LGS COMMUN ARTS
      (144-R859) 46,351.00

11. DHHS, PHS, CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL
    ROCKVILLE, MD
    FOLLOW-ON EVALUATION OF STRESS/STRAIN IN MULTIPLE
    POSITION LETTER SORTING MACHINE WORKERS
    FOR THE PERIOD 06-05-79 THROUGH 07-05-82
    AT A TOTAL COST OF $163,459.00
    AWARD # 210-79-0072, MOD. 7
    MSN HS-MED PREVENTIVE MED
    (144-N131) 7,100.00

12. THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
    ANN ARBOR, MI
    SUBCONTRACTOR WITH THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE
    UW SYSTEM UNDER AGREEMENT FROM DHHS PHS HRA
    PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF MATERNAL-FETAL
    HEALTH
    FOR THE PERIOD 09-01-81 THROUGH 08-31-82
    AT A TOTAL COST OF $7,004.00
    AWARD # UAB538T834
    MSN HS-NUR
    (144-R504)
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON
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13. DHHS, PHS, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD
IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

1) PHASE I STUDIES OF NEW ANTICANCER AGENTS
FOR THE PERIOD 01-05-79 THROUGH 02-28-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $290,343.00
AWARD # NO1-CM-97280, MOD. 4
MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY CLIN ONCOL (144-M531) 24,798.00

2) DROSOPHILA MUTAGENESIS TESTING
FOR THE PERIOD 09-28-79 THROUGH 09-27-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $613,352.00
AWARD # NO1-ES-9-0012, MOD. 6
MSN L&S ZOOLOGY (144-N756) 188,593.00

3) T LYMPHOCYTE HYBRIDS AND LYMPHOBLASTOID VARIANTS
FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-80 THROUGH 03-31-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $136,139.00
AWARD # 3 RO1 AI15486-03S1
MSN HS-MED GENETICS (144-Q455) 28,890.00

4) EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY OF SOLID TUMORS
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-81 THROUGH 03-31-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $938,301.00
AWARD # 3 PO1 CA20432-03S1
MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY (144-Q475) 164,930.00

5) GENETIC AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF PARAMECIUM
BEHAVIOR
FOR THE PERIOD 05-01-81 THROUGH 04-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $190,870.00
AWARD # 5 RO1 GM22714-07, MOD. 1
MSN GRAD MOLECULAR BIOL (144-Q778) 1,716.00

6) METABOLISM OF THE BRAIN
(RESTORATION OF PREVIOUS BUDGET CUTS)
FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-81 THROUGH 11-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $177,996.00
AWARD # 5 RO1 NS05961-17, MOD. 1
MSN HS-MED SURGERY NEUROSURG (144-R603) 10,856.00

7) NONINVASIVE COMPUTERIZED FLUOROSCOPIC CARDIAC
IMAGING
(RESTORATION OF PREVIOUS BUDGET CUTS)
FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-81 THROUGH 11-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $78,609.00
AWARD # 5 RO1 HL26586-02, MOD. 1
MSN HS-MED SURGERY (144-R604) 1,574.00

8) STUDY OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
(RESTORATION OF PREVIOUS BUDGET CUTS)
FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-81 THROUGH 11-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $266,045.00
AWARD # 5 RO1 EY00300-17, MOD. 1
MSN HS-MED OPHTHALMOLOGY (144-R611) 23,212.00
# GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
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1. **Acid-Base Balance Regulation of Renal Metabolism**
   - Restoration of Previous Budget Cuts
   - For the period 12-01-81 through 11-30-82
   - At a total cost of $141,689.00
   - Award #: 2 RO1 AM8351-08, MOD. 1
   - MSN HS-MED MEDICINE, NEPHROLOGY (144-R617) 12,236.00

2. **Proteolytic Regulation of Picornaviral Replication**
   - Restoration of Previous Budget Cuts
   - For the period 12-01-81 through 11-30-82
   - At a total cost of $51,138.00
   - Award #: 5 RO1 AI17361-02, MOD. 1
   - MSN HS-NED MEDICINE, NEPHROLOGY (144-R619) 4,261.00

3. **Cholesterol Metabolism and Mitochondrial Cytochrome P450**
   - Restoration of Previous Budget Cuts
   - For the period 12-01-81 through 11-30-82
   - At a total cost of $871,629.00
   - Award #: 5 RO1 AM17685-07, MOD. 1
   - MSN HS-MED PHARMACY (144-R642) 6,440.00

4. **Hormone-Responsive Ca2+ion Localization in Hepatocytes**
   - Restoration of Previous Budget Cuts
   - For the period 12-01-81 through 11-30-82
   - At a total cost of $53,067.00
   - Award #: 5 R23 AM26277-03, MOD. 1
   - MSN HS-PDR ENZYME INSTITUTE (144-647) 3,793.00

5. **Active Lipids Derived from Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids**
   - Restoration of Previous Budget Cuts
   - For the period 12-01-81 through 11-30-82
   - At a total cost of $109,418.00
   - Award #: 5 RO1 AM09688-17, MOD. 1
   - MSN HS-PHR PHARMACY (144-R648) 9,721.00

6. **Peripheral and Central Ventilatory Control**
   - Restoration of Previous Budget Cuts
   - For the period 12-01-81 through 11-30-82
   - At a total cost of $84,600.00
   - Award #: 5 RO1 HL15473-08, MOD. 1
   - MSN VET M DEVELOPMENT (144-R649) 7,851.00

7. **Immunity to Low Virulent South Indian Mycobacteria**
   - Restoration of Previous Budget Cuts
   - For the period 12-01-81 through 11-30-82
   - At a total cost of $50,660.00
   - Award #: 5 R22 AI17368-02, MOD. 1
   - MSN HS-MED MED MICROBIOLOGY (144-R652) 4,221.00

8. **Morphologic Studies of Diabetic Retinopathy**
   - Restoration of Previous Budget Cuts
   - For the period 12-01-81 through 11-30-82
   - At a total cost of $45,109.00
   - Award #: 5 RO1 EY03630-02, MOD. 1
   - MSN HS-MED OPHTHALMOLOGY (144-R653) 6,475.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982
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17) CORTICAL EFFECTS OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION
(RESTORATION OF PREVIOUS BUDGET CUTS)
FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-81 THROUGH 11-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $98,039.00
AWARD # 5 RO1 EY01277-08, MOD. 1
MSN HS-MED ANATOMY NEURO-ANAT (144-R654) 9,016.00

18) MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY OF ANTITUMOR IRIDIODS
(RESTORATION OF PREVIOUS BUDGET CUTS)
FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-81 THROUGH 11-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $40,656.00
AWARD # 5 RO1 CA25953-02, MOD. 1
MSN HS-PHR PHARMACY (144-R656) 3,387.00

19) DEVELOPMENT OF IMMUNITY
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # 5 RO1 AI14607-05
MSN L&S ZOOLOGY (144-R668) 96,735.00

20) ISOLATION OF PRENEOPLASTIC CELL POPULATIONS FROM
RAT LIVER
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # 5 R23 CA29401-02
MSN HS-MED ANATOMY ALLIED PRF (144-R669) 51,248.00

21) DNA STRUCTURE AND GENE REGULATION
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # 5 RO1 CA20279-05
MSN AG&LSC BIOCHEMISTRY (144-R673) 104,255.00

22) SYNTHESIS AND FUNCTION OF MEMBRANE PHOSPHOLIPIDS
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # 5 RO1 AM19551-06
MSN AG&LSC BIOCHEMISTRY (144-R674) 87,486.00

23) CALCIUM-BINDING PROTEINS IN NERVOUS TISSUE
(RESTORATION OF PREVIOUS BUDGET CUTS)
FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-81 THROUGH 11-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $85,994.00
AWARD # 2 RO1 NS11652-08A1, MOD. 1
MSN HS-MED PEDIATRICS (144-R677) 4,341.00

24) TRANSMISSION AND CONTROL OF CALIFORNIA-GROUP
VIRUSES
FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-81 THROUGH 11-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $70,100.00
AWARD # 2 RO1 AI07453-16, MOD. 1
MSN AG&LSC ENTOMOLOGY (144-R682) 6,410.00

25) DEVELOPMENTAL CANCER CONTROL PROGRAM-WISCONSIN
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # 5 R18 CA16405-07
MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY CAN C-REGN (144-R689) 615,264.00

26) VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF BIOLOGICAL MACROMOLE-
CULES
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # 5 RO1 GM21652-08
MSN L&S CHEMISTRY (144-R696) 46,661.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON
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27) CONTROL PROCESSES IN MAMMALIAN CELLS
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # 5 ROI AM1034-17
MSN GRAD ENZYME INSTITUTE (144-R701) 300,282.00

28) THE GENETIC CONTROL OF PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # 5 ROI GM08995-21
MSN HS-MED PHYSIOLOG CHEM (144-R705) 83,518.00

29) MICE AS A MODEL FOR STUDYING BOTULISM OF HUMAN
INFANTS
(RESTORATION OF PREVIOUS BUDGET CUTS)
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $56,466.00
AWARD # 2 ROI AI15336-04, MOD. 1
MSN AG & LSC FOOD MICRO & TOXIC (144-R728) 4,705.00

30) MATURATION OF LIVER FOR THE METABOLISM OF
BILIRUBIN
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-83
AWARD # 5 ROI AM21668-06
MSN HS-MED PEDIATRICS (144-R735) 123,466.00

31) PULMONARY UPTAKE OF LIPOSOMAL PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-83
AWARD # 5 ROI HL24387-03
MSN HS-MED PEDIATRICS (144-R742) 52,075.00

32) REGULATORY SITES IN PRO- AND EUKARYOTIC GENOMES
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-83
AWARD # 5 ROI GM21812-08
MSN AG & LSC GENETICS (144-R743) 236,086.00

33) METABOLIC CHANGE DURING CARDIAC ISCHEMIA
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-83
AWARD # 5 ROI HL17736-08
MSN AG & LSC NUTRIT SCIENCES (144-R763) 166,922.00

34) REGULATION OF BASOPHILS IN DELAYED
HYPERSENSITIVITY
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-83
AWARD # 5 R23 AI16331-03
MSN HS-MED MEDICINE RHEUMATOL (144-R764) 39,883.00

35) STUDIES OF A TUMOR FACTOR THE AFFECTS MACROPHAGES
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # 5 ROI CA24916-03
MSN HS-MED LYMPHOBIOL PROG (144-R765) 72,738.00

36) MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF VISUAL RECEPTOR OUTER SEGMENTS
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $149,192.00
AWARD # 5 ROI EO0463-14, MOD. 1
MSN GRAD MOLECULAR BIOL (144-R768) 16,279.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Award Number</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xenobiotic induction of pleiotropic responses in the liver</td>
<td>5 RO1 ES01884-06</td>
<td>$169,340.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribosome structure and function</td>
<td>5 RO1 GM26003-03</td>
<td>$78,953.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research program on the neural basis of hearing</td>
<td>5 PO1 NS12732-07</td>
<td>$506,984.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Center on mental retardation - core support</td>
<td>5 P30 HD03352-15</td>
<td>$595,066.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for population research</td>
<td>5 P30 HD05876-12</td>
<td>$477,740.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray studies on nucleic acid constituents</td>
<td>5 RO1 GM17378-13</td>
<td>$67,640.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunochemical studies on carcinogenic mycotoxins</td>
<td>5 RO1 CA15064-10</td>
<td>$54,943.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer center support at the McCardle Laboratory</td>
<td>2 P30 CA07175-19</td>
<td>$1,256,900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric medicine academic award</td>
<td>1 KO7 AG00164-01</td>
<td>$58,963.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation of glucose metabolism in pancreatic islets</td>
<td>5 RO1 AM23348-02</td>
<td>$72,877.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies on sperm motility and fertilizing ability</td>
<td>2 RO1 HD14235-03</td>
<td>$52,107.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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48) BRUNONIANISM: A MEDICAL REFORM MOVEMENT
EUROPE AND AMERICA
FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-82 THROUGH 06-30-83
AWARD # 1 RO1 LM03930-01
MSN HS-MED HIST OF MEDICINE HIST OF MD (144-R845) 33,764.00

49) DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES ON THE MOTOR SYSTEM
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
AWARD # 5 RO1 NS14428-05
MSN HS-MED ANATOMY GROSS ANAT (144-R847) 73,859.00

50) SATELLITE CELLS, REGENERATION POTENTIAL AND OLD
AGE
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
AWARD # 5 RO1 AG01686-03
MSN HS-MED ANATOMY (144-R848) 53,915.00

51) ROLE OF DEVELOPING SEROTONIN NEURON IN GUT
MOTILITY
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
AWARD # 5 RO1 NS16280-03
MSN HS-MED ANATOMY (144-R849) 46,618.00

52) STRUCTURE, ORGANIZATION AND EXPRESSION OF SNRNA
GENES
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
AWARD # 1 RO1 GM30220-01
MSN HS-MED PHYSIOLOG CHEM (144-R851) 117,970.00

53) MECHANISMS OF AXON CONDUCTION FAILURE
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
AWARD # 5 RO1 NS13600-06
MSN HS-MED PHYSIOLOGY (144-R865) 38,020.00

54) MEMBRANE FLUIDITY AND PHOTORECEPTOR FUNCTION
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
AWARD # 5 RO1 EY01483-08
MSN L&S CHEMISTRY (144-R866) 62,927.00

55) REGULATION OF LIPIDO BIOSYNTHESIS AND TRANSPORT
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
AWARD # 5 RO1 HL16364-08
MSN HS-MED PHYSIOLOG CHEM (144-R867) 50,025.00

14. UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, MI
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DHHS PHS NIH
MIGRATION AND REDISTRIBUTION: SMSA DETERMINANTS
FOR THE PERIOD 09-01-81 THROUGH 12-31-81
AWARD # 7 RO1 HD16581-01
MSN L&S SOCIOLOGY (144-R808) 2,581.00

15. THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
AT DALLAS
DALLAS, TX
SUBCONTRACTOR WITH THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE
UW SYSTEM UNDER AGREEMENT FROM DHHS PHS NIH
IMMUNOGLOBULIN GENES OF NORMAL AND LEUKEMIC HUMAN
DNA
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $19,981.00
AWARD # 677V176, MOD. 1
MSN L&S MATHEMATICS (144-R774)
RESEARCH

16. DOD; ARMY RESEARCH TRINROLE PARK, NC IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

1) THE HEAT-STABLE ENTEROTOXIN(S) OF YERSINIA ENTEROCOLITICA IN FOODS FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-81 THROUGH 03-31-83 AT A TOTAL COST OF $34,810.00
AWARD # DAAG29-81-K-0070, MOD. 1
MSN AGELSC FOOD MICROTOXIC

2) REFRACTORY METAL SILICIDES FOR THE PERIOD 07-15-81 THROUGH 04-14-83 AT A TOTAL COST OF $134,745.06
AWARD # DAAG29-81-K-0140, MOD. 1
MSN GRAD PHY SCIENCES LAB

17. DEFENSE, DEPT OF ARLINGTON, VA
OPERATING SYSTEMS FOR RING-BASED MULTIPROCESSORS FOR THE PERIOD 01-18-82 THROUGH 10-31-82
AWARD # N00014-82-K-2087
MSN L&S COMPUTER SCI

18. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ARGONNE, IL
IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

1) EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-80 THROUGH 12-31-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $33,890,676.00
AWARD # DE-AC02-76ER00881, MOD. 14
MSN L&S PHYSICS

2) INVESTIGATION OF RF HEATING FOR TANDEM MIRROR EXPERIMENTS AND REACTORS FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-77 THROUGH 09-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $4,698,692.00
AWARD # DE-AC02-78ET51015, MOD. 12
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA NUCL ENGR

3) STUDY AND DESIGN OF A STEADY STATE SUPERCONDUCTING TORSONATRON FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-78 THROUGH 09-30-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $1,185,000.00
AWARD # DE-AC02-78ET53082, MOD. 6
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA ELECOMPUT

4) EQUIPMENT SUBACCOUNT FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-78 THROUGH 09-30-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $327,230.00
AWARD # ET-78-S-02-5069-A002, MOD. 6
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA ELECOMPUT

5) FUSION REACTOR PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PERIOD 06-01-79 THROUGH 11-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $1,303,600.00
AWARD # DE-AC02-78ET52048, MOD. 9
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA NUCL ENGR
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6) EQUIPMENT SUBACCOUNT
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-79 THROUGH 12-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $360,500.00
AWARD # DE-AC02-76ET53051, MOD. 11
MSN L&S   PHYSICS (144-N829) 100,000.00

7) PLASMA RESEARCH (EXPERIMENTAL-OCTUPOLE & TOKAPELE THEORETICAL)
FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-80 THROUGH 12-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $1,580,000.00
AWARD # DE-AC02-76ET53051, MOD. 11
MSN L&S   PHYSICS (144-Q275) 785,000.00

8) ENERGY BUDGETS OF ANIMALS: BEHAVIORAL AND ECOCOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
FOR THE PERIOD 12-01-81 THROUGH 11-30-84
AT A TOTAL COST OF $85,721.00
AWARD # DE-AC02-76EV022706, MOD. 8
MSN L&S   ZOOLOGY (144-R644) 78,571.00

9) RESEARCH IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS (TASK A)
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-83
AWARD # DE-AC02-81ER40010
MSN L&S   PHYSICS (144-R755) 375,000.00

10) DEBRIS BEDS COOLING FOLLOWING AN HCDA IN A FAST REACTOR
FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-83
AWARD # DE-AC02-82NE37254
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA NUCL ENGR (144-R801) 35,000.00

11) INVESTIGATION OF FUEL FREEZING AND STREAMING IN AN LM194 HCDA USING SIMULATED MATERIALS
FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-83
AWARD # DE-AC02-82NE37255
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA NUCL ENGR (144-R802) 35,000.00

12) EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THERMAL BARRIERS
FOR THE PERIOD 02-15-82 THROUGH 02-14-83
AWARD # DE-AC02-82ER53123
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA NUCL ENGR (144-R807) 63,000.00

19. ENERGY, DEPT OF ARGONNE, IL EQUIPMENT ACCOUNT UNDER R807
FOR THE PERIOD 02-15-82 THROUGH 02-14-83
AWARD # DE-AC02-82ER53123
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA NUCL ENGR (144-R813) 16,834.00

20. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY WASHINGTON, DC
IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

1) HEAT TRANSFER AND CONDUCTOR STABILITY IN POOL BOILING HELIUM
FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-85
AWARD # DE-AC02-82ER52077
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA NUCL ENGR (144-R820) 60,000.00
2) STARCH SYNTHESIS IN THE MAIZE ENDOSPERM AS AFFECTED BY STARCH-SYNTHESIZING MUTANTS FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-85 AWARD # DE-AC02-82ER12031 MSN AG&LSC GENETICS (144-R828) 48,956.00

21. INTERIOR, DEPT. OF MENLO PARK, CA DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED HYDROFRACTURING INSTRUMENTATION AND ITS APPLICATION AT A SITE OF INDUCED SEISMICITY FOR THE PERIOD 01-15-82 THROUGH 01-14-83 AWARD # 14 08 0001 20537 MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA MET & MIN (144-R782) 35,145.00

22. OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY COLUMBUS, OH PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH LABOR FOLLOW-UP ANALYSIS TO EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PILOT PROJECT FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 03-31-82 AWARD # RF 407774 MSN L&S INST-RES ON POV (144-R426) 52,414.00

23. JET PROPULSION LABORATORY PASADENA, CA PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH NASA PHYSICAL MEASUREMENT ON JET FUEL SAMPLES FOR THE PERIOD 02-22-82 THROUGH 09-30-82 AWARD # 956206 MSN L&S CHEMISTRY (144-R812) 4,500.00

24. NASA, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER GREENBELT, MD PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT OF AN IR TEMPERATURE SOUNDER FOR A SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE FOR THE PERIOD 08-31-73 THROUGH 05-31-82 AT A TOTAL COST OF $3,307,615.00 AWARD # NASA-21965, MOD. 20 MSN GRAD SPACE SCI&ENG CT (144-E685) 100,000.00

25. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION WASHINGTON, DC IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

1) DEVELOPMENTAL ANALYSIS OF BLASTOCLADIIELLA EMERSONII FOR THE PERIOD 09-01-78 THROUGH 08-31-83 AT A TOTAL COST OF $297,533.00 AWARD # PCM78-15334, MOD. 3 MSN L&S ZOOLOGY (144-L876) 75,000.00

2) DEVELOPMENT OF VIDEO SYSTEMS FOR TEACHING METEOROLOGY FOR THE PERIOD 09-15-79 THROUGH 02-28-83 AT A TOTAL COST OF $226,300.00 AWARD # SED-7919005, MOD. 1 MSN GRAD SPACE SCI&ENG CT (144-N555) 40,000.00
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3) POLYQUINOCYCLOAKANES AND OXOCARBONS
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-80 THROUGH 08-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $208,266.00
AWARD # CHE-8026714, MOD. 2
MSN L&S CHEMISTRY (144-P197) 64,713.00

4) MECHANISTIC AND EXPLORATORY ORGANIC PHOTOCHEMISTRY
FOR THE PERIOD 02-15-80 THROUGH 07-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $387,100.00
AWARD # CHE-8100716, MOD. 1
MSN L&S CHEMISTRY (144-P238) 143,000.00

5) DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN REGIONAL ENGLISH
FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-80 THROUGH 08-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $72,497.00
AWARD # BNS-7924032, MOD. 2
MSN L&S ENGLISH (144-P260) 24,590.00

6) FOODPLANT UTILIZATION BY LEPIDOPTERA
FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-80 THROUGH 08-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $155,254.00
AWARD # DEB-7921749, MOD. 2
MSN AG&LSC ENTOMOLOGY (144-P270) 56,000.00

7) A SATELLITE STUDY OF SOUTH CHINA SEA DISTURBANCES
DURING WINTER MONEX
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-80 THROUGH 08-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $117,079.00
AWARD # ATM-7810319, MOD. 2
MSN GRAD SPACE SCI&ENG CT (144-P320) 34,500.00

8) VIBROSEIS MEASUREMENTS ON THE NORTH AMERICAN CRATON
FOR THE PERIOD 06-01-80 THROUGH 08-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $68,900.00
AWARD # EAR-7926373, MOD. 1
MSN L&S GEOL & GEOPHYSICS (144-P341) 18,900.00

9) EFFICIENCY IN PHOSPHORUS UPTAKE AND DISTRIBUTION
BY PLANTS
FOR THE PERIOD 03-15-80 THROUGH 08-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $138,199.00
AWARD # PCM-7909808, MOD. 2
MSN L&S BOTANY (144-P342) 46,200.00

10) PROBABILITY MEASURES ON VECTOR SPACES: BASIC RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
FOR THE PERIOD 05-01-80 THROUGH 10-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $54,879.00
AWARD # MCS-8001596, MOD. 5
MSN L&S MATHEMATICS (144-P412) 10,800.00

11) NONLINEAR INTEGRAL AND DELAY EQUATIONS
FOR THE PERIOD 05-01-80 THROUGH 10-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $50,740.00
AWARD # MCS-8001524, MOD. 2
MSN L&S MATHEMATICS (144-P415) 18,467.00
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12) DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL METHODS FOR THE SCIENCES FOR THE PERIOD 06-01-80 THROUGH 11-30-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $176,152.00
AWARD # MCS-8001960, MOD. 2
MSN LGS MATHEMATICS (144-P457) 65,000.00

13) POSTDOCTORAL INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH IN THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES FOR THE PERIOD 09-01-80 THROUGH 02-28-84
AT A TOTAL COST OF $404,300.00
AWARD # MCS-7927062, MOD. 2
MSN LGS MATH RES CTR (144-P522) 150,000.00

14) SATELLITE ESTIMATIONS OF LARGE-SCALE INSOLATION OVER THE TROPICAL OCEANS FOR THE PERIOD 11-15-80 THROUGH 04-30-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $132,200.00
AWARD # ATM-8019529, MOD. 1
MSN GRAD SPACE SCIENCE (144-Q474) 28,800.00

15) RECOGNITION IN HOST-PARASITE INTERACTIONS FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-81 THROUGH 08-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $140,000.00
AWARD # PCM-8017713, MOD. 1
MSN AG&LSC PLANT PATHOLOGY (144-Q607) 65,000.00

16) STUDIES OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND EVOLUTION OF LOCAL SEVERE STORMS FROM SESAME 1979 DATA FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-81 THROUGH 08-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $230,900.00
AWARD # ATM-8017350, MOD. 1
MSN LGS METEOROLOGY (144-Q623) 117,000.00

17) TESTS OF GAME-THEORETIC SOLUTION CONCEPTS IN MULTI-PERSON CONFLICTS FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-81 THROUGH 08-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $134,748.00
AWARD # SES-8015528, MOD. 1
MSN LGS SOCIOLOGY (144-Q636) 64,561.00

18) RADICAL IONS AND RADICALS WITH SMALL PI SYSTEMS FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-81 THROUGH 09-30-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $176,500.00
AWARD # CHE-8026111, MOD. 1
MSN LGS CHEMISTRY (144-Q690) 80,000.00

19) INTERMOLECULAR BONDING AND MICROPHASE SEPARATION IN POLYURETHANE BLOCK POLYMERS FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 12-31-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $111,900.00
AWARD # DMR 8106888, MOD. 1
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPer STA CHEM ENGR (144-Q799) 59,800.00

20) SERVICE HOST FUNCTIONS AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT OF CSNET FOR THE PERIOD 01-16-81 THROUGH 12-31-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $1,179,065.00
AWARD # MCS-8109318, MOD. 1
MSN LGS COMPUTER SCI (144-Q857) 445,866.00
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21) SOME QUESTIONS IN NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
FOR THE PERIOD 06-01-82 THROUGH 11-30-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $34,693.00
AWARD # MCS-8110556, MOD. 1
MSN LE'S MATHEMATICS (144-Q936) 18,061.00

22) THEORETICAL STUDIES OF INTERSTELLAR DUST AND GASEOUS NEBULAE
FOR THE PERIOD 06-01-82 THROUGH 11-30-84
AWARD # AST-8117972
MSN LE'S ASTRONOMY (144-R804) 51,000.00

23) NORTH ATLANTIC AND MARGINAL ICE ZONE OBSERVING SYSTEMS STUDIES
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 09-30-83
AWARD # DPP-8119155
MSN LE'S METEOROLOGY (144-R832) 73,968.00

24) SEA SURFACE WIND STRESS FIELDS FOR THE GLOBAL WEATHER EXPERIMENT
FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 08-31-84
AWARD # ATM-8119985
MSN GRAD SPACE SCIENCE CT (144-R839) 136,300.00

25) MESOLITHIC SETTLEMENT PATTERNS
FOR THE PERIOD 05-01-82 THROUGH 10-31-83
AWARD # BNS-8119043
MSN LE'S ANTHROPOLOGY (144-R840) 34,978.00

26) POINT DEFECT EQUILIBRIA BY LASER SPECTROSCOPY
SPECTROSCOPY
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-84
AWARD # DMR-8205145
MSN LE'S CHEMISTRY (144-R855) 89,800.00

27) STUDY OF NONLINEAR WAVE PLASMA INTERACTION
FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 08-31-83
AWARD # ECS-8203965
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA NUCL ENGR (144-R856) 24,000.00

28) STUDIES OF THE SUPERMASSIVE CONTRAL STAR OF THE 30 DORADUS NEBULA AND RELATED OBJECTS
FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 09-30-83
AWARD # AST-8118814
MSN LE'S ASTRONOMY (144-R860) 45,000.00

29) COMPUTATION AND THEORY IN NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING
FOR THE PERIOD 06-01-82 THROUGH 11-30-83
AWARD # MCS-8200632
MSN LE'S COMPUTER SCI (144-R868) 111,428.00

26. MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
EAST LANSING, MI
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH STATE AID
IDENTIFICATION OF SUPERIOR MEAN-RHIZOBIA COMBINATIONS AND UTILIZATION IN CROPPING SYSTEMS SUITABLE TO SMALL FARMS IN BRAZIL
FOR THE PERIOD 11-01-81 THROUGH 09-30-85
AWARD # AID/DSAN/X11-G-0261-WIS
MSN AGLSC HORTICULTURE (144-R827) 128,027.00
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27. WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION
   MADISON, WI
   MICROELECTRONICS RESEARCH
   MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA MICROELECT (135-0050) 132,000.00

28. DISTILLERS FEED RESEARCH COUNCIL
   CINCINNATI, OH
   RESISTANCE OF PROTEIN CONTAINED IN DDGS, DDG AND
   DDGS TO MICROBIAL DEGRADATION IN THE RUMEN
   MSN AG&LSC DAIRY SCIENCE (133-A057) 4,500.00

29. UNIVERSAL FOODS CORPORATION
    ROGERS FOODS DIVISION
    TURLOCK, CA
    DISEASE RESISTANCE BREEDING IN ONIONS
    MSN AG&LSC HORTICULTURE (133-A103) 1,000.00

30. CANCER RESEARCH—MCARDLE MEMORIAL LABORATORY
    MSN HS-MED ONCOLOGY (133-A250)
    3,600.00 ONE FUND BARRON COUNTY, INC.
    179.00  MULTIPLE DONORS IN MEMORY OF
    248.00  FLOYD R. CONNER
    707.00  MULTIPLE DONORS IN MEMORY OF
    4,734.00 GENE BERGUM

31. CANCER RESEARCH
    MSN HS-MED (133-A251)
    15.00  MULTIPLE DONORS
    333.50 UNITED WAY OF CLINTONVILLE & VICINITY, INC.
    2,500.00 CLINTONVILLE, WI
    2,848.50 UNITED FUND OF NEW LONDON, WIS.

32. UNITED WAY OF CLINTONVILLE & VICINITY, INC.
    CLINTONVILLE, WI
    HEART RESEARCH
    MSN HS-MED (133-A252) 333.50

33. GENERAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
    MSN HS-MED (133-A253)
    340.00 UNITED WAY OF MAYVILLE, INC.
    20.00 MULTIPLE DONORS
    360.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grant Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>133-A357</td>
<td>Research on the Control of PEA Root Rot</td>
<td>3,844.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-A525</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, WI, Department of Medicine Research and Development Fund</td>
<td>32,876.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-A529</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, WI, Research and Development in the Department of Diagnostic Radiology</td>
<td>7,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-A532</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, WI, Department of Anesthesiology Research and Development Fund</td>
<td>14,482.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-A533</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, WI, Department of Neurology Research and Development Fund</td>
<td>4,964.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-A534</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, WI, Department of Surgery Research and Development Fund</td>
<td>68,661.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-A593</td>
<td>Interstate Grain Systems, Inc., De Forest, WI, PEA Root Rot Research</td>
<td>1,487.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-A786</td>
<td>Multiple Donors, Food Science General Purpose Research Fund</td>
<td>990.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-A921</td>
<td>Multiple Donors, Diabetes Research</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-B522</td>
<td>Multiple Donors, Field Crop Diseases</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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44. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
   MADISON, WI
   DIVISION OF GENERAL SURGERY RESEARCH AND
   DEVELOPMENT FUND
   MSN HS-MED SURGERY
   (133-B573) 26,800.00

45. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
   MADISON, WI
   DIVISION OF NEUROSURGERY RESEARCH AND
   DEVELOPMENT FUND
   MSN HS-MED SURGERY
   (133-B580) 17,720.00

46. DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
   MIDLAND, MI
   EFFECT OF NITRIFICATION INHIBITORS, PARTICULARLY
   NITRACYCLOPS, ON DENITRIFICATION IN SOILS
   MSN AG&LSC SOILS
   (133-B852) 2,000.00

47. WILKIE BROTHERS FOUNDATION
   DES PLAINES, IL
   ENERGY RESEARCH CENTER SUPPORT
   MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA EL&COMP'T
   (133-B997) 5,000.00

48. PLANT DISEASE CONTROL PROGRAM ON WHEAT AND
   SMALL GRAINS
   MSN AG&LSC PLANT PATHOLOGY
   1,000.00 CAL/WEST SEEDS
   740.00 WOODLAND, CA
   1,740.00

49. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
   MADISON, WI
   AVIAN ANTI-LYMPHOCYTE GLOBULIN RESEARCH
   MSN HS-MED SURGERY
   (133-C788) 1,000.00

50. AMERICAN HOECHST CORPORATION
    SOMERVILLE, NJ
    GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF PEAS
    MSN AG&LSC HORTICULTURE
    (133-D066) 1,500.00

51. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
    MADISON, WI
    DISCRETIONARY GRANT IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
    ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
    MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA EL&COMP'T
    (133-D103) 6,000.00

52. WOMEN'S STUDIES RESEARCH CENTER
    MSN L&S WOMEN'S STUDIES
    (133-D392)
    25.00 MULTIPLE DONORS
    1,000.00 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
               MADISON, WI
    1,025.00
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53. MULTIPLE DONORS
SCREENING FOR DISEASE RESISTANCE OF VEGETABLES
MSN AG&LSC PLANT PATHOLOGY (133-0429) 668.50

54. MULTIPLE DONORS
SURFACE AREA STUDIES
MSN HS-PHR PHARMACY (133-0484) 400.00

55. MULTIPLE DONORS
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY DISCRETIONARY FUND
MSN HS-MED PATHOL & LAB MED ANAT PATH (133-0646) 685.00

56. MULTIPLE DONORS
INFECTIOUS DISEASE EDUCATION FUND
MSN HS-MED MEDICINE INFECT DIS (133-0837) 800.00

57. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
EQUINE RESEARCH
MSN AG&LSC VETERINARY SCI (133-0964) 3,000.00

58. STUDIES IN TACTILE SENSING AND MACHINE
PROGRAMMING FOR ROBOTIC GUIDANCE
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA MECH ENGR (133-0989) 15,000.00

15,000.00

7,500.00

22,500.00

59. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER DISSERTATION FELLOWSHIP IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA CHEM ENGR (133-0997) 6,554.47

60. MONTEFIORIE HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
BRONX, NY
ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION NATIONAL URBAN AMBULATORY NETWORK PROGRAM FOR THE PERIOD 11-01-80 THRU 06-30-82 AT A $40,652.54 LEVEL
MSN HS-ADM ADMINISTRATION (133-E248) 11,218.89

61. MADISON METROPOLITAN SEWERAGE DISTRICT
MADISON, WI
RESEARCH ON MADISON METROPOLITAN SEWERAGE DISTRICT SYSTEM OPERATIONS
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA CIVIL&ENV (133-E263) 25,000.00

62. RENISHAW ELECTRICAL LIMITED
GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNT
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA ADMIN (133-E302) 2,000.00
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Grantor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Principal Investigator</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>SANDOZ, INC., E. HANOVER, NJ</td>
<td>PITUITARY ADENOMA STUDY DISCONTINUED PER MUTUAL AGREEMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,571.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td>VERTICILLIUM WILT TESTING ON EXPERIMENTAL ALFALFA (FORAGE DISEASE RESEARCH)</td>
<td></td>
<td>800.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION, MADISON, WI</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FUND</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,461.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION, MADISON, WI</td>
<td>HUMAN AND RAT COLON CANCER-IMMUNE CHANGES AND THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,494.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION, MADISON, WI</td>
<td>HUMAN PARATHYROID TRANSPLANTATION</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,550.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION, MADISON, WI</td>
<td>IMMUNOLOGIC EFFECTS OF DONOR SPECIFIC BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>AMERICAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES</td>
<td>REPLACEMENT OF FIBRONECTIN AND COAGULATION FACTORS IN CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS AT AN $18,428.48 LEVEL</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,428.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY, MARIETTA, GA</td>
<td>CREEP-FATIGUE INTERACTIONS IN NOTCHED 7075 ALUMINUM PLATES FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-81 THRU 12-31-82 AT A $44,585 LEVEL AWARD # P.O. # CX86871</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>FRANK (A.A.) CONSULTING, MADISON, WI</td>
<td>VARIABLE TRANSMISSION PROJECT</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>HYPER THERMIA RESEARCH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION, MADISON, WI**
- **AMERICAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES**
- **LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY**
- **FRANK (A.A.) CONSULTING**
- **HYPER THERMIA RESEARCH**
- **MULTIPLE DONORS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Donor Name</th>
<th>Fund Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Kellogg (W K) Foundation</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Kellogg National Fellow for the period 09-01-81 thru 08-31-82 at a $13,750 level</td>
<td>1,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>School of Pharmacy Research</td>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin Foundation</td>
<td>125.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Galanter (Marc)</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Law School Dean's Unrestricted Fund</td>
<td>3,600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Alex Publishing Corporation</td>
<td>Editorial Support</td>
<td>&quot;Library Research&quot;: An International Journal</td>
<td>1,610.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Investigations of Bovine Leukemia Virus Antibody in Cattle and Associated Humans in Nigeria</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>American Breeders Service, De Forest, WI</td>
<td>4,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Upjohn Company</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Lodoxamide Tromethamine Protocol 3320</td>
<td>10,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>American Association of State Colleges and Universities</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture</td>
<td>Survey Operations</td>
<td>Public Higher Education Student Aid Study: Survey Operations for the Period 11-15-81 thru 08-31-82</td>
<td>21,900.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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81. CONOCO, INC.
PONCA CITY, OK
RESEARCH ON CARBONATE CEMENTS FOR THE PERIOD
08-31-81 THRU 05-31-82
MSN L&S GEOL & GEOPHYSICS (133-E997) 15,236.00

82. DANE COUNTY DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES BOARD
MADISON, WI
COMMUNICATION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM/INTERVENTION
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THRU 12-31-82
AWARD # 70070
MSN GRAD WAISMN RETARD CT (133-F021) 45,400.00

83. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
ALCON BETAXOLOL VS. TIMOLOL DRUG STUDY
MSN HS-MED OPHTHALMOLOGY (133-F033) 1,500.00

84. SQUIBB (E.R.) & SONS, INC.
PRINCETON, NJ
PHARMACOKINETIC ANALYSIS OF CEPHRADINE IN
PERITONEAL DIALYSIS
MSN HS-PHR PHARMACY (133-F071) 1,500.00

85. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
WASHINGTON, DC
GENETICS OF ANTIBIOTIC PRODUCTION
MSN HS-PHR PHARMACY (133-F088) 2,500.00

86. NATIONAL SUDDEN INFANT DEATH
SYNDROME FOUNDATION, INC.
CHICAGO, IL
TISSUE HYPOXIA, INFANT ANEMIA AND FETAL
HEMOGLOBIN (HBF): IMPLICATIONS IN SUDDEN
INFANT DEATH SYNDROME (SIDS)
MSN HS-MED PATHOL & LAB MED ANAT PATH (133-F100) 1,500.00

87. WISC DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
MADISON, WI
EMPLOYEE INTERCHANGE AGREEMENT FOR THE PERIOD
02-15-82 THRU 05-23-82
AWARD # P.O. #TRB 04234
MSN ENV ST ENVIR POLICY ST (133-F104) 2,140.57

88. ALBERTA ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES
FISH AND WILDLIFE DIVISION
EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA
MONITORING OF MORTALITY IN A SNOWSHOE HARE
POPULATION DURING ITS OVERWINTER DECLINE FROM
A CYCLIC PEAK
MSN AG&LSC NAT RESOURCES WLIFE ECOL (133-F106) 8,155.00

89. MISSOURI (UNIVERSITY OF)
COLUMBIA, MO
INFLUENCE OF FEEDING TIME AND FEED QUALITY ON *
PARTURITION IN EWES
MSN AG&LSC MEAT & ANIMAL SC (133-F108) 1,000.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>CENTRO DE VIRELOGIA ANIMAL BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA</td>
<td>RESEARCH SUPPLY AND EXPENSE SUPPORT</td>
<td>HS-MED BIOPHYSICS</td>
<td>2,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>WARNER-LAMBERT COMPANY MORRIS PLAINS, NJ</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN ONCOLOGY DISCRETIONARY GRANT</td>
<td>HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>BRADY (W.H.) CO. MILWAUKEE, WI</td>
<td>FABRICATION TECHNIQUES AND PROPERTIES OF TITANIUM NITRIDE THIN FILMS</td>
<td>ENGR ENGR EXPER STA EL&amp;COMPUT</td>
<td>15,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.</td>
<td>BISHOP (JOHN H) MADISON, WI</td>
<td>ACCOUNT IN THE INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON POVERTY</td>
<td>INST-RES ON POV</td>
<td>3,394.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.</td>
<td>LAPORTE (UNITED STATES) INC. HACKENSACK, NJ</td>
<td>PREGERMINATED SEED EXPERIMENTATION</td>
<td>AG&amp;LSC HORTICULTURE</td>
<td>900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND EXCHANGES BOARD NEW YORK, NY</td>
<td>GRADUATE STUDENT/YOUNG FACULTY EXCHANGE WITH THE USSR RESEARCH ALLOWANCE FOR THE PERIOD 08-30-81 THRU 05-31-82</td>
<td>HS-MED ONCOLOGY</td>
<td>500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND EXCHANGES BOARD NEW YORK, NY</td>
<td>GRADUATE STUDENT/YOUNG FACULTY EXCHANGE WITH THE USSR RESEARCH ALLOWANCE FOR THE PERIOD 08-31-81 THRU 05-31-82</td>
<td>HS-MED PHYSICAL MEDICINE</td>
<td>500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY PSYCHIATRY GROUP MADISON, WI</td>
<td>EXPOSURE THERAPIST SALARY SUPPORT</td>
<td>HS-MED PSYCHIATRY</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.</td>
<td>AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE WASHINGTON, DC</td>
<td>PHYSIOLOGY OF NITRATE IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS</td>
<td>HS-MED MEDICAL PHYSICS</td>
<td>7,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.</td>
<td>TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY COMPANY CASPER, WY</td>
<td>GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH</td>
<td>L&amp;S GEOL &amp; GEOPHYSICS GEO&amp;PUL R</td>
<td>10,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

RESEARCH

100. RESEARCH TO PREVENT BLINDNESS, INC.
NEW YORK, NY
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH SCHOLARS GRANT
MSN HS-MED OPHTHALMOLOGY (133-F123) 750.00

101. GETTY OIL COMPANY
SALT LAKE CITY, UT
SULFUR ISOTOPE STUDIES OF SULFIDE AND SULFATE MINERALS
MSN LS-GEOL & GEOPHYSICS (133-F124) 1,500.00

102. JOHNSON (ROBERT WOOD) FOUNDATION
PRINCETON, NJ
BEHAVIORAL CONTROL OF CANCER PAIN FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THRU 02-28-85
MSN HS-MED NEUROLOGY (133-F125) 147,679.00

103. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY AND STRABISMUS
PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY RESEARCH
MSN HS-MED OPHTHALMOLOGY (133-F127) 1,000.00

104. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL PHARMACISTS
RESEARCH AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION
BETHESDA, MD
PREDICTORS OF HOSPITAL FORMULARY INCLUSION FOR NEW PHARMACOLOGIC AGENTS
MSN HS-PHR PHARMACY (133-F128) 2,391.00

105. AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE
WASHINGTON, DC
STUDIES OF NITRITE-STABILITY OF NITROSATED COMPOUNDS
MSN AG&LSC MEAT & ANIMAL SC (133-F130) 10,000.00

106. AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION OF WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE, WI
POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-82 THRU 06-30-83
AWARD # 82-FA-02
MSN AG&LSC VETERINARY SCI (133-F132) 13,380.00

107. CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUNDATION
ROCKVILLE, MD
CYSTIC FIBROSIS CENTER PROGRAM FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THRU 02-29-83
AWARD # C120-3
MSN HS-MED PEDIATRICS (133-F134) 23,449.00

108. MADISON LEUKEMIA COMMITTEE
MADISON, WI
PRECLINICAL STUDY OF INTERACTION OF WHOLE BODY HYPERTHERMIA AND RADIATION IN THE AKR MURINE LEUKEMIA SYSTEM
MSN HS-MED HUMAN ONCOLOGY RAD THERAP (133-F135) 2,000.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>DONOR NAME</th>
<th>PROJECT DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>AWARD AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>RESEARCH CORPORATION</td>
<td>Spectroscopy and Photo Chemistry of Polyatomic Molecular Ions</td>
<td>$25,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td>General History of Cartography Project</td>
<td>$950.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>PFIZER, INC.</td>
<td>Pharmaceutics Research</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>MADISON-KIPP CORPORATION</td>
<td>Lubricants for Pneumatic Actuators</td>
<td>$1,350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>Mechanoreceptor-Chemoreceptor Interactions in Modulating Respiratory Activity</td>
<td>$29,668.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>MALTING BARLEY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>Study the Malting Quality of New Barley Selections</td>
<td>$1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>KRAUT FOUNDATION</td>
<td>Cancer Research in Surgery Department</td>
<td>$1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td>Retarded Childrens Research Fund</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>ICI AMERICAS INC.</td>
<td>Weed Control in Agronomic Crops</td>
<td>$3,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>MAX McGRaw WILDLIFE FOUNDATION</td>
<td>Research on Wildlife</td>
<td>$15,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>MULTIPLE DONORS</td>
<td>Medical School Dean's Unrestricted Fund</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

RESEARCH

120. WILKIE BROTHERS FOUNDATION
DES PLAINES, IL
INVESTIGATION OF ECOLOGY OF CERTAIN WILDLIFE
SPECIES IN ORDER TO DEVELOP EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMS
MSN AG&LSC NAT RESOURCES WILDLIFE ECOL (133-6219) 5,000.00

121. MULTIPLE DONORS
SUPPORT WISCONSIN CENTER FOR THEATRE RESEARCH
MSN LCS COMMUN ARTS (133-7163) 170.00

122. MULTIPLE DONORS
SUPPORT NEUROPSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
MSN HS-MED NEUROLOGY (133-7446) 116.12

123. MULTIPLE DONORS
HEMATOLOGY RESEARCH
MSN HS-MED MEDICINE HEMATOLOGY (133-7667) 20.00

124. WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
WASHINGTON, DC
COORDINATING WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
MSN AG&LSC NAT RESOURCES WILDLIFE ECOL (133-8821) 500.00

125. ICI AMERICAS INC.
GOLDSBORO, NC
HERBICIDE RESEARCH PROGRAM
MSN AG&LSC AGRONY (133-9070) 1,500.00

126. ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION DIRECTOR'S
DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNT
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA ADMIN (133-9890)
150.00 MADISON-KIPP CORPORATION
1,000.00 OSCAR MAYER FOODS CORPORATION

127. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
FUSION TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
MSN ENGR ENGR EXPER STA NUCL ENGR (133-9977) 90,000.00

STUDENT AID

1. JOHN L. PRZYBYLSKI, M.D.
WALTHAM, MA
DR. ROBERT E. BURNS MEDICAL STUDENT LOAN FUND
(LOAN)
MSN HS-MED (LOANS ) 50.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

STUDENT AID

2. CONTINENTAL BANK
   CHICAGO, IL -- MONTHLY INCOME DISTRIBUTION
   FROM THE SCHULTE TRUST
   HELEN DENNE SCHULTE LOAN FUND
   (TRUST INCOME)
   MSN HS-NUR  (TRUST )  6,576.82

3. CONTINENTAL BANK
   CHICAGO, IL -- MONTHLY INCOME DISTRIBUTION
   FROM THE SCHULTE TRUST
   WALTER B. SCHULTE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
   (TRUST INCOME)
   MSN ENGR CHEMICAL ENGR  (TRUST )  6,576.81

4. MILWAUKEE FOUNDATION
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   FRANK ROGERS BACON SCHOLARSHIP FUND
   (TRUST INCOME)
   MSN ENGR ELEC & COMP ENGR  (TRUST )  42,427.34

5. AT THE REQUEST OF THE DONOR THE TERMS BE CHANGED--
   INCOME FOR TWO ANNUAL AWARDS, ONE TO THE STUDENT
   WITH THE HIGHEST GPA IN EDUCATION AND ONE TO THE
   MINORITY STUDENT WITH THE HIGHEST GPA IN EDUCATION
   ENROLLED IN THE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM.
   PI LAMBDA THETA AWARD (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN EDUC GENERAL ADMIN DEANS OFF  (TRUST )

6. MULTIPLE DONORS
   OSCAR MAGISTAD MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
   (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR  (TRUST )  30.00

7. LOIS KNOL
   MARION, IA
   MARJORIE MACLACHLAN SCHOLARSHIP
   (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN HS-NUR  (TRUST )  20.00

8. UW FOUNDATION - MADISON, WI
   A/C MR. & MRS. HUBERT CONNER
   WILLIAM H. PETERSON AGRICULTURAL BACTERIOLOGY
   FELLOWSHIP (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN AG&LSC BACTERIOLOGY  (TRUST )  75.00

9. PROFESSOR MARSHALL FINNER
   MADISON, WI -- REPRESENTING ROYALTIES
   (AMERICAN PRINTING & PUBLISHING)
   WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER SCHOLARSHIP
   (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR  (TRUST )  196.40

10. BUNGE, HELEN L. MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
    (TRUST PRINCIPAL & INCOME)
    MSN HS-NUR  (TRUST )

   1,000.00  SHIRLEY R. WATSON
   MADISON, WI
   AT THE REQUEST OF THE DONOR, THE BALANCES IN THE
   LOUISE C. SMITH SCHOLARSHIP FUND (OB12) BE ADDED
   TO THE HELEN L. BUNGE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

   20.00  DCRIS DCYCLE DAVIS
   DENTON, TX

   1,020.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

STUDENT AID

11. MRS. J. S. NEWMAN
   SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH
   JEFFREY SCOTT NEWMAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
   (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
   MSN G SERV FELLOWS & SCHOLS
   (TRUST ) 50.00

12. SMITH BARNEY, HARRIS UPHAM & CO.
    PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF SECURITIES
    RECEIVED FROM HARRY J. ROWE
    UW-MADISON LEADERSHIP TRUST (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
    MSN G SERV FELLOWS & SCHOLS
    (TRUST ) 1,847.78

13. K. W. INVESTMENTS, INC.
    ENGLEWOOD, CO
    OTTO MORTENSEN SCHOLARSHIP TRUST FUND
    (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
    MSN HS-MED
    (TRUST ) 500.00

14. JOHN A. NIEMEYER
    CHESTERFIELD, MO
    FLORENCE WASTE PULVER SCHOLARSHIP
    (TRUST PRINCIPAL)
    MSN LGS
    (TRUST ) 50.00

15. EDUCATION, DEPT. OF
    WASHINGTON, DC
    BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAM
    FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
    AT A TOTAL COST OF $5,274,921.00
    AWARD # P008202947, MOD. 1
    MSN G SERV FELLOWS & SCHOLS
    (148-A082) 2,372,291.00

16. DHHS, PHS, HEALTH RESOURCES ADMIN
    HYATTSVILLE, MD
    PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP AWARD
    FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-83
    AWARD # 5 F31 NU05458-02
    MSN GRAD MEDICAL SCHOOL PHYSIOLOGY
    (144-R803) 8,040.00

17. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
    MADISON, WI
    GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP IN AGRICULTURE-
    RICHARD D. POWELL MEMORIAL AWARD
    MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR
    (133-B295) 75.00

18. WISCONSIN POULTRY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
    MADISON, WI
    WISCONSIN POULTRY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
    SCHOLARSHIP
    MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR
    (133-B346) 500.00

19. CONSOLIDATION COAL COMPANY
    PITTSBURGH, PA
    FINANCIAL AID TO EDUCATION
    MSN ENGR MET & MIN ENGR
    (133-B901) 1,500.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

STUDENT AID

20. PILLSBURY COMPANY FOUNDATION
   MINNEAPOLIS, MN
   SCHOLARSHIPS IN FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION
   MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR (133-C582) 1,000.00

21. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
   MADISON, WI
   ALICE A. THORNGATE SCHOLARSHIP
   MSN HS-A H MED TECHNOLOGY (133-C794) 525.00

22. WISCONSIN AGLIME ASSOCIATION
    FORT ATKINSON, WI
    WISCONSIN AGLIME ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP
    MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR (133-D769) 250.00

23. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
    MADISON, WI
    EVJUE FOUNDATION, INC./CAPITAL TIMES SCHOLARSHIP
    MSN G SERV FELLOWS & SCHOLS (133-D990) 7,035.00

24. FEDERAL LAND BANK OF SAINT PAUL
    ST. PAUL, MN
    FEDERAL LAND BANK OF SAINT PAUL SCHOLARSHIP
    MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR (133-E026) 500.00

25. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
    MADISON, WI
    HELEN COOPER MERCER SCHOLARSHIP
    MSN F&GCS FAM RSRC&CNNSM SC (133-E545) 9,324.20

26. GRACE (W.R.) & CO.
    COLUMBIA, MD
    GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP IN CHEMISTRY
    MSN LCE CHEMISTRY (133-F143) 8,000.00

27. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FORESTRY CLUB
    MADISON, WI
    UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FORESTRY CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
    MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR (133-F145) 750.00

28. GJERMUNDSON (G. WILLYS) FAMILY AND FRIENDS
    MADISON, WI
    G. WILLYS GJERMUNDSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
    MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR (133-F150) 505.00

29. MULTIPLE DONORS
    SCHOOL OF PHARMACY UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
    MSN HS-PHR PHARMACY (133-I078) 300.00

30. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
    MADISON, WI
    HATTIE B. GOESSLING SCHOLARSHIP IN NUTRITIONAL
    SCIENCE
    MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR (133-3661) 3,600.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

STUDENT AID

31. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
LEROY J. BURLINGAME MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP IN THE
LAW SCHOOL
MSN LAW - LAW SCHOOL
(133-4117) 596.47

32. LEONARD (DR. THOMAS A.)
MIDDLETON, WI
AWARDS TO OUTSTANDING STUDENTS IN GYNECOLOGY AND
OBSTETRICS
MSN HS-MED OBSTET & GYNECOL
(133-4875) 200.00

33. PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OH
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP IN CHEMISTRY
MSN LES - CHEMISTRY
(133-4944) 8,000.00

34. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
BRADFORD B. RICHMOND SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR
(133-6644) 1,800.00

35. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
ANTON L. SMONGESKI SCHOLARSHIP
MSN LAW - LAW SCHOOL
(133-7691) 379.00

36. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN POULTRY SCIENCE CLUB
MADISON, WI
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP TO STUDENT IN POULTRY
SCIENCE
MSN AG&LSC ADM-RESID INSTR
(133-7895) 1,150.00

37. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
CARL E. DIETZE LAW SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP
MSN LAW - LAW SCHOOL
(133-8177) 1,153.50

38. NICKERSON (FRANK AND ESTHER RHEA)
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP TRUST
MADISON, WI
FRANK AND ESTHER RHEA NICKERSON MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
MSN & SERV FELLOWS & SCHOOLS
(133-8354) 2,380.75

39. MINERALS INDUSTRY EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
NEW YORK, NY
SCHOLARSHIP AND RECRUITMENT IN METALLURGICAL AND
MINERAL ENGINEERING
MSN ENGR - MET & MIN ENGR
(133-8625) 3,600.00

40. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
GWYNETTE E. SMALLEY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MSN LAW - LAW SCHOOL
(133-8713) 1,500.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

STUDENT AID

41. HEATING, PIPING, COOLING COUNCIL
MADISON, WI
SCHOLARSHIP IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MSN ENGR  MECHANICAL ENGR (133-9648)  2,000.00

UNRESTRICTED

1. MADISON CAMPUS CHANCELLORS SPECIAL FUND
(TRUST PRINCIPAL)
MSN G E A ( TRUST )

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>UW-FOUNDATION A/C CBS, INC. - NEW YORK, NY MATCHING A GIFT FROM HARVEY KORNSPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>HARRIS BANK FOUNDATION CHICAGO, IL -- MATCHING A GIFT FROM ELLEN BECHTHOLD (RA 02-05-82)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

125.00

TOTAL MADISON 18,980,133.69

---

INSTRUCTION  9,690.00
LIBRARIES  7,001.75
MISCELLANEOUS  660,225.22
PHYSICAL PLANT  26,626.00
RESEARCH  15,780,090.65
STUDENT AID  2,496,975.07
UNRESTRICTED  125.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN – MILWAUKEE

GIFT-IN-KIND

1. MR. & MRS. STEVEN D. SOHACKI
MERRIVILLE, IND
GIFT OF PORTFOLIO BY EMMETT WILLIAMS, TITLED "COPTIC OPTICS", 12 MULTICOLORED SCREENPRINTS, SIGNED AND NUMBERED AND ONE ORIGINAL DRAWING 14" x 19 1/2", 1975 DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES.
AWARD #: NONE
MIL F ARTS ART

2. MR. & MRS. BEN WUNSCH
GREENWICH, CONN
GIFT OF SET OF 70 WOODCUTS BY ARTHUR SEGAL, 1972; ONE SCREENPRINT, "SMALL RED JANUARY", 1973; 1 PORTFOLIO, UNTITLED, CONTAINING 10 SCREENPRINTS & 1 DRAWING BY JOHN CHRISTIE, 1980, DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES
AWARD #: NONE
MIL F ARTS ART

3. ROBERT BROOKS
PORT WASHINGTON, NY
GIFT OF ONE AQUATINT, "BELINDA", 1970, BY GRAHAM OVENDEN, DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES.
AWARD #: NONE
MIL F ARTS ART

4. DONALD E. MCMANNERS
C/O MCMANNERS ASSOCIATES
NEW YORK, NY
GIFT OF 1 SCREENPRINT, "JANUARY 1973-17", BY PATRICK HERON, 1973; 1 PORTFOLIO, "DANTE: I HAD NOT KNOWN THAT DEATH HAD UNDONE SO MANY", CONTAINING 10 ETCHINGS AND 1 ORIGINAL DRAWING BY TOM PHILLIPS DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES.
AWARD #: NONE
MIL F ARTS ART

5. AL SIMON
NEW YORK, NY
GIFT OF 1 SET OF THREE PRINTS, LITHOGRAPH, UNTITLED I - III, 1974, BY JOHN HOYLAND DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES.
AWARD #: NONE
MIL F ARTS ART

6. LAVERE LUND
ENCINO, CA
GIFT OF 3 SCREENPRINTS, "ROTATION FRANKFURT I, II, AND IV", BY KENNETH MARTIN, 1977, DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES.
AWARD #: NONE
MIL F ARTS ART

7. FREDERICK VAN D. ROGERS
POMPANO BEACH, FL
GIFT OF TWO MATCHING CHALICES, PEWTER WITH SILVER GILDING, INSCRIBED "CERES RELIEF 1799", ALSO, SOME 20 COMMUNION TOKENS DONATED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ART HISTORY.
AWARD #: NONE
MIL LCS ART HISTORY
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MILWAUKEE

GIFT-IN-KIND

8. SCOTT HOLTORF
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   GIFT OF BRUSHED PASTEL, "LANDSCAPE # 31", 1981,
   DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES.
   AWARD # NONE
   MIL F ARTS ART

9. VARIOUS DONORS
   GIFTS OF VARIOUS BOOKS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC ITEMS
   DONATED TO THE UWM LIBRARY DURING THE FISCAL
   YEAR 1981/82.
   AWARD # NONE
   MIL LIBR LIBRARY

10. VARIOUS
    GIFTS OF VARIOUS BOOKS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC ITEMS
    DONATED TO THE UWM LIBRARY DURING FISCAL YEAR
    1981/82.
    AWARD # NONE
    MIL LIBR LIBRARY

11. KATHERYN A. CORBIN
    MILWAUKEE, WI
    GIFT OF CERAMIC SCULPTURE "SPACE SEARCH", 22" X 16"
    DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES.
    AWARD # NONE
    MIL F ARTS ART

12. THOMAS NOVORKA
    MEQUON, WI
    GIFT OF ETCHING, "SUMMER AFTERNOON", 1981
    22" X 30"
    DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES
    MIL F ARTS ART

13. AMY E. MAREIN
    KENOSHA, WI
    GIFT OF TRANSFER DRAWING, "PLAYING THE FIELD",
    1981, 20" X 30"
    DONATED TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES
    MIL F ARTS ART

14. MR. & MRS. WEBSTER WOODMANSEE
    MILWAUKEE, WI
    GIFT OF HEAD OF BUDDHA, BRONZE, HEIGHT 29 CM, PLUS
    WOOD STAND, 17TH CENTURY AYUTHIA STYLE, HEAD OF
    BUDDHA, BRONZE, HEIGHT 23 CM, PLUS WOOD STAND
    15TH CENTURY, CHIENG SEN STYLE DONATED TO THE FINE
    ARTS GALLERIES
    MIL F ARTS ART

15. L. G. WENGER
    CUDAHY, WI
    GIFT OF INT. SECURITY AND DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION
    ACT OF 1981 AND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN
    AFFAIRS ON HR 3566 DONATED TO THE GOLDA MEIR
    LIBRARY AS A GIFT FROM CONGRESSMAN ZABLOCKI
    MIL LIBR LIBRARY
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MILWAUKEE

GIFT-IN-KIND

16. MR. ANDRE EMERICH
NEW YORK, NY

GIFT TO THE FINE ARTS GALLERIES OF: 2 PAINTINGS
BY GERMAINE Verna AS FOLLOWS: L'EMBARCARDERE,
ND, OIL/CANVAS, 21 1/2" X 29", BALUSTRADE
WITH TERRACE, ND, OIL/CANVAS, 26 X 36".
MIL F ARTS ART

INSTRUCTION

1. AFFILIATED STATE ARTS AGENCIES OF THE UPPER MIDWEST (WISCONSIN ARTS BOARD)
MADISON, WI.
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH NEA
FRENCH MASTER CARICATURISTS: DAUMIER AND GAVARNI
(EXHIBITION)
FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-82
MIL L&S ART HISTORY (144-R822) 250.00

2. WISCONSIN HUMANITIES COMMITTEE
MADISON, WI.
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH NEH
JAMES JOYCE-VIRGINIA WOOLF CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
FOR THE PERIOD 02-18-82 THROUGH 03-31-82
AWARD # GFY80217(L)
MIL L&S ENGLISH (144-R829) 1,000.00

3. WHITEFISH BAY BAND BOOSTERS LTD.
WHITEFISH BAY, WI
TO BE USED TOWARD FINANCING THE NETHERLANDS WIND ENSEMBLE'S TOUR TO MILWAUKEE, WI
APRIL 6 AND 7, 1982
MIL F ARTS ADMINISTRATION ADMIN (133-D747) 1,500.00

4. ROBERT A. TAFT INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT
NEW YORK, NY
ROBERT A. TAFT INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT SEMINAR
MIL L&S POLITICAL SCI (133-D754) 17,909.47

5. VARIOUS
MILWAUKEE, WI
FOR VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS AREA OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART
MIL F ARTS ART (133-E592) 100.00

6. GENERAL ELECTRIC
MILWAUKEE, WI
JAPANESE LANGUAGE COURSE FOR G.E. EMPLOYEES
FOR THE PERIOD 01/01/82 THROUGH 05/31/82
MIL L&S COLLEGR PROG OFF-CI-GEN (133-E597) 4,266.82

7. WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
MADISON, WI
PROPOSAL FOR PLANNING THE RECONCEPTUALIZATION AND
REDESIGN OF THE VOCATIONAL AND CAREER ORIENTED
PROGRAMS OFFERED IN ETHAN ALLEN AND LINCOLN
SCHOOLS.
FOR THE PERIOD 02/08/82 THROUGH 09/30/82
AWARD # P.O. PAB 01682
MIL URSN 0 ADMINISTRATION ADMIN (133-E598) 67,146.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MILWAUKEE

INSTRUCTION

8. WISCONSIN ASSOCIATION OF CHILD CARE WORKERS
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   DEVELOPMENTAL PROJECT FOR THE TRAINING OF
   CHILD CARE WORKERS
   MIL URBAN ADMINISTRATION ADMIN (133-E600) 13,945.00

MISCELLANEOUS

1. VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   VETERANS ADMINISTRATIVE ACCOUNT
   FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-82 THROUGH 06-30-83
   MIL STU AF FINANCIAL AID PROV'LSUP (144-N262) 5,147.00

2. WISCONSIN STATE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION DEPA
   RIMENT
   MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH VA
   INCIDENTAL INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENSES FOR DISABLED VET
   ERANS
   FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-76 THROUGH 09-05-78
   MIL STU AF FINANCIAL AID (144-H499) 34.00

3. VARIOUS GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   MILWAUKEE HUMANITIES PROGRAM PUBLICATION RECEIPTS
   MIL U&S HUMANITIES HUMANIT (144-P108) 194.29

4. UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   STAFF SUPPORT FOR ALUMNI RELATIONS
   MIL U REL ALUMNI (133-8794) 9,925.00

5. WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
   MADISON, WI
   BERTHING LEASE AT GREAT LAKES RESEARCH FACILITY
   AWARD # 370-263
   MIL GRAD GRT LAKES RES GT LKS RES (133-B805) 750.00

6. UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNT
   MIL U REL ALUMNI (133-C616) 899.20

7. WHITEFISH BAY GARDEN CLUB
   WHITEFISH BAY, WI
   FOR DISCRETIONARY USE OF UWM FIELD STATION
   MIL L&S FIELD STATION FIELD STA (133-0756) 25.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MILWAUKEE

PHYSICAL PLANT

1. EDUCATION, DEPT. OF
WASHINGTON, DC
INTEREST SUBSIDY GRANT FOR MITCHELL HALL REMODELING
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-79 THROUGH 02-01-80
AWARD #: 5-5-00675-0
MIL ADM AF ASST CHAN OFFICE (144-P831) 13,480.00

RESEARCH

1. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON, DC
IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

1) A SATELLITE STUDY OF SOUTH CHINA SEA DISTURBANCES DURING WINTER MONE
FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-80 THROUGH 08-31-83
AWARD #: ATM-7818319-01
MIL L&S GEOLOGICAL SCI'S ATM SC-GEN (144-P307) 39,000.00

2) PURCHASE OF 250 MHZ FOURIER TRANSFORM MULTI-
NUCLEAR NMR SPECTROMETER
FOR THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 02-28-83
AWARD #: PCM-815779
MIL L&S CHEMISTRY (144-R740) 80,000.00

2. ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
PALO ALTO, CA
NEW SPECIFIC CHLORINE SPECIES ANALYTICAL
INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/78 THROUGH 06/30/82
AWARD #: RP1435-1 AMEND #3
MIL L&S CHEMISTRY (133-B818) 15,135.00

3. WISCONSIN SOCIETY FOR JEWISH LEARNING
MILWAUKEE, WI
THE TARGUM RISHON TO THE BOOK OF ESTHER
MIL L&S HEBREW STU (133-C663) 500.00

4. BLECK ENGINEERING CO.
WAUKEGAN, IL
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF RAM ENTERPRISES
INDUSTRIAL SUBDIVISION
FOR THE PERIOD 02/01/82 THROUGH 09/30/99
MIL L&S ANTHROPOLOGY (133-E567) 500.00

5. C.V. MOSBY COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO
DISCRETIONARY USE OF DR. ROBBINS RESEARCH
MIL L&S BOTANY (133-E599) 200.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MILWAUKEE

STUDENT AID

1. UWM FOUNDATION
MILWAUKEE, WI
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP
MIL F ARTS MUSIC
(133-A498)  4,987.00

2. UWM FOUNDATION
MILWAUKEE, WI
RUTH I. WALKER MEMORIAL FUND
MIL L&S BOTANY
(133-C649)

3. MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION BAY SHORE MALL
MILWAUKEE, WI
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
MIL F ARTS MUSIC
(133-E566)  2,056.00

4. GRANT (HARRY J) FOUNDATION
C/O DONALD B. ABERT
MILWAUKEE, WI
HARRY J. GRANT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
FOR THE PERIOD 06/01/69 THROUGH 12/22/99
MIL L&S COMMUNICATION COMMUNICAT
(133-6890)  12,300.00

TOTAL MILWAUKEE  291,249.78

INSTRUCTION  106,117.29
MISCELLANEOUS  16,974.49
PHYSICAL PLANT  13,460.00
RESEARCH  135,335.00
STUDENT AID  19,343.00
### GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

**APRIL 09, 1982**

**UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - EAU CLAIRE**

**EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE**

1. **COUNTY OF EAU CLAIRE**
   EAU CLAIRE, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DHHS
   INSERVICE FUNDS FOR UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S CENTER
   FOR THE PERIOD 11-25-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   **AWARD # 17663**
   EAU AUX OP OTHER ORG ACTIV (144-2025) 350.00

2. **WISCONSIN HUMANITIES COMMITTEE**
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH NEH
   COMMUNITY PROGRAM
   FOR THE PERIOD 11-01-81 THROUGH 03-31-82
   **AWARD # G-FY80-195-V563(L)**
   EAU ET&PS FIELD SVC'S - EXT (144-2034) 4,500.00

3. **WISCONSIN ARTS BOARD**
   MADISON, WI
   RESIDENCY FOR MARIA CHENG, DANCE PERFORMER IN "FORUM SERIES" FOR THE PERIOD 11-18-81 THROUGH 11-20-81
   **AWARD # 6003**
   EAU AUX OP OTHER ORG ACTIV (133-2033) 550.00

4. **WISCONSIN INFORMATION SERVICE**
   EAU CLAIRE, WI
   PUBLICATION OF "WOMEN'S RESOURCE DIRECTORY"
   **AWARD # 05160**
   EAU BUS BUS ED & INF MGT (133-2049) 192.23

**INSTRUCTION**

1. **WI DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION**
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DEED
   REVISION OF "NEW TEACHER HANDBOOK FOR BUSINESS EDUCATION"
   FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 06-30-82
   **AWARD # PAB 05160**
   EAU BUS BUS ED & INF MGT (144-2014) 2,620.00

2. **WISCONSIN HUMANITIES COMMITTEE**
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH NEH
   THE HUMANITIES AND BASIC SKILLS
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-81 THROUGH 09-30-82
   **AWARD # G-FY80-189-V515P**
   EAU ART&SC ENGLISH (144-2036) 200.00

3. **WISCONSIN IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM**
   MADISON, WI
   LAW-RELATED EDUCATION SUMMER WORKSHOP FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION TEACHERS FOR THE PERIOD 01-28-82 THROUGH 08-31-82
   **AWARD # 05160**
   EAU EDUC FOUNDAIONS OF ED (133-2050) 1,875.00
RESEARCH

1. AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
   PETROLEUM RESEARCH FUND
   WASHINGTON, DC
   SYNTHESIS OF VARIOUS TRICYCLIC RING SYSTEM FOR
   THE PERIOD 03-01-82 THROUGH 08-31-84
   AWARD # PRF 13526-B4
   EAU ART&SC CHEMISTRY
   (133-1081) 13,000.00

2. AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
   PETROLEUM RESEARCH FUND
   WASHINGTON, DC
   THEORY OF CALCULATING THE ENERGY OF A SYSTEM FOR
   THE PERIOD 01-15-82 THROUGH 08-03-84
   AWARD # PRF 13728-B6
   EAU ART&SC CHEMISTRY
   (133-2007) 13,000.00

3. PINE LAKE ASSOCIATION
   MT. LAKES, NEW JERSEY
   BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON PINE LAKE, WISCONSIN
   EAU ART&SC BIOLOGY
   (133-2024) 7,105.25

STUDENT AID

1. EDUCATION, DEPT OF
   WASHINGTON, DC
   BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM
   FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # P008202964
   EAU ST&ST ED OPPOR GRANTS
   (148-2043) 1,030,567.00

TOTAL EAU CLAIRE 1,073,959.48

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE 9,592.23
INSTRUCTION 4,995.00
RESEARCH 33,105.25
STUDENT AID 1,030,567.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - GREEN BAY

MISCELLANEOUS

1. MULTIPLE DONORS
   SPECIAL EVALUATION PROJECTS
   GB EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
   (133-A512) 131.97
2. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
   MADISON, WI
   COFRIN MEMORIAL ARBORETUM
   GB FCL PL ADMINISTRATION
   (133-B653) 1,513.72
3. SCHOOL SERVICES BUREAU
   GBY COMM PR SCH SVC'S BUREAU
   (133-C550)
   383.00 MULTIPLE DONORS
   2,850.00 MARQUETTE ALGER INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
   MARQUETTE, MI
   3,233.00

PHYSICAL PLANT

1. EDUCATION, DEPT. OF
   WASHINGTON, DC
   IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:
   1) THE COLLEGE OF CREATIVE COMMUNICATIONS PHASE I
      (5-5-00610-0) AND PHASE II (5-5-00638-0)
      INTEREST SUBSIDY GRANT
      FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-74 THROUGH 04-01-82
      AWARD # 5-5-00610-0 & 5-5-00638-0
      GB UNIT-W DEBT SV AC BLDGS
      (144-J543) 55,398.00
   2) INTEREST SUBSIDY GRANT FOR GREEN BAY COLLEGE OF
      COMMUNITY SCIENCES
      FOR THE PERIOD 04-28-74 THROUGH 04-01-82
      AWARD # 5-5-00637-0
      GB UNIT-W DEBT SV AC BLDGS
      (144-K555) 29,685.00
   3. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION, MADISON,
      REPRESENTING A TRANSFER FROM THE C. A. LAWTON
      COMPANY, DE PERE, WI
      REMODELING THE EXHIBITION GALLERIES IN THE
      CREATIVE COMMUNICATION BUILDING
      GB FSC&AD BUS & FINANCE ADMIN
      (133-F115) 50,000.00

RESEARCH

1. DHHS, PHS, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
   BETHESDA, MD
   PCBs IN LACTATION: OFFSPRING REPRODUCTION AND
   BEHAVIOR
   FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 01-31-83
   AWARD # 5 TO1 ES02279 03
   GBY H BIOL HUMAN BIOLOGY
   (144-R781) 45,679.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - GREEN BAY

STUDENT AID

1. EDUCATION, DEPT. OF
WASHINGTON, DC
BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAM
FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $837,845.00
AWARD #: PD008202950, MOD. 1
GB ST AID FEL & SCHOL-AD
(148-0082) 378,575.00

2. MULTIPLE DONORS
SOURCE OF FINANCIAL AID PAYMENTS TO STUDENT
ATHLETES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY
WITHIN THE GUIDELINES PRESCRIBED BY THE NATIONAL
COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
GB IR &A ATHLETICS - MEN
(133-7213) 1,215.00

TOTAL GREEN BAY 565,430.69

MISCELLANEOUS 4,878.69
PHYSICAL PLANT 135,083.00
RESEARCH 45,679.00
STUDENT AID 379,790.00

TOTAL GREEN BAY 565,430.69
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - LACROSSE

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE

1. MICHIGAN DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
   LANSING, MICHIGAN
   BOWHUNTER CONFERENCE IN SPRING, 1983 FOR THE
   PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 06-30-83
   LAC DV U O CTR-REGENV STU
   (133-5816) 5,000.00

2. WISCONSIN WILDLIFE FEDERATION
   MADISON, WI
   HUNTERS CONFERENCE FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82
   THROUGH 06-30-82
   LAC DV U O CTR-REGENV STU
   (133-5821) 200.00

GIFT-IN-KIND

1. DR. S.H. SOMMER
   HONOLULU, HAWAII
   GIFT OF 5500-SPECIMEN HERBARIUM
   LAC

2. U.W LACROSSE FOUNDATION
   LACROSSE, WI
   GIFT OF DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI PLAQUES
   LAC

3. A.J. SANTIESLEBAN
   LACROSSE, WI
   GIFTS OF PHYSICAL THERAPY EQUIPMENT
   LAC

INSTRUCTION

1. EDUCATION, DEPT OF
   WASHINGTON, DC
   1981-82 UPWARD BOUND PROJECT
   FOR THE PERIOD 09-01-81 THROUGH 08-31-82
   AWARD #: G008000686
   LAC STU AF ACAD SKILLS CTR
   (144-7706) 16,240.00

2. COUNCIL FOR ECONOMIC EDUCATION
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   ECONOMIC EDUCATION FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81
   THROUGH 06-30-82
   LAC BUS AD ECON & FINANCE
   (133-4516) 500.00

LIBRARIES

1. GREATER LACROSSE BOARD OF REALTORS
   LACROSSE, WI
   PURCHASE OF REAL ESTATE-RELATED MATERIALS FOR
   THE LIBRARY
   LAC BUS AD DEANS OFFICE
   (133-0104) 500.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - LACROSSE

MISCELLANEOUS
1. U.W. LACROSSE FOUNDATION
   FACULTY DEVELOPMENT TRAVEL FOR THE PERIOD
   07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   LAC ACAD S DIVISION OFFICE (133-0100) 1,900.00

2. U.W. LACROSSE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   SUPPORT OF ALUMNI MUSEUM FOR THE PERIOD
   01-01-82 THROUGH 06-30-82
   LAC EX DIV DEVELOPMENT OFF DEVEL OFF (133-0520) 800.00

3. U.W. LACROSSE FOUNDATION
   TRAVEL COSTS OF ATHLETIC COACHES FOR THE PERIOD
   07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   LAC ACAD & PE&R INTRAMURAL SPORTS (133-7010) 1,248.00

RESEARCH
1. INTER, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
   RESEARCH ON HUNTER SAFETY
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-81 THROUGH 09-30-82
   AWARD # 14-16-0003-79-020
   LAC DV U O CTR-REG&ENV STU (144-5830) 10,000.00

2. U.W. LACROSSE FOUNDATION
   SUPPORT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH FOR THE PERIOD
   01-01-82 THROUGH 06-30-82
   LAC L&S SOCIO & ANTHROP (133-8822) 8,000.00

STUDENT AID
1. EDUCATION, DEPT OF
   BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM
   FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # POO8202955
   LAC STU AF FIN ASSIST TO ST (148-5520) 932,594.00

TOTAL LACROSSE 976,982.00

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE 5,200.00
INSTRUCTION 16,740.00
LIBRARIES 500.00
MISCELLANEOUS 3,948.00
RESEARCH 18,000.00
STUDENT AID 932,594.00
## GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
#### APRIL 09, 1982

### UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - OSHKOSH

#### INSTRUCTION

1. **WI DEPT. OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION**  
   Madison, WI  
   Prime contractor with DED  
   Improving the High School Special Education Teacher's Insights into the Basic Philosophy and Teaching Techniques Utilized by Their School's Vocational Educators  
   For the period 02-15-82 through 06-30-82  
   Award # PAB 01718  
   OSH Educ Instruction (144-4488) $11,934.00

2. **WINNEBAGO COUNTY DEPT. OF SOCIAL SERVICES**  
   OSHKOSH, WI  
   Family Training Program for the Period 01-01-82 through 12-31-82  
   OSH Educ Deans Office Deans Off (133-3308) $30,000.00

#### RESEARCH

1. **RESEARCH CORPORATION**  
   New York, NY  
   Interactions of HPA I Endonuclease with Nucleotides External to the Recognition Sequence  
   For the period 03-01-82 through 02-29-84  
   OSH L&S Chemistry (133-3309) $9,000.00

2. **UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA**  
   Minneapolis, MN  
   Develop Program Modules for the University of Minnesota National Health Professions Placement Network for the period 02-01-82 through 06-30-82  
   OSH L&S Computer Science (133-3310) $3,000.00

#### STUDENT AID

1. **EDUCATION, DEPT OF**  
   Washington, DC  
   Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program  
   For the period 07-01-81 through 06-30-82  
   Award # P008202956  
   OSH Stu A Ed Oppor Grants (148-4805) $1,046,341.00

**TOTAL OSHKOSH** $1,100,275.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruction</td>
<td>11,934.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>9,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Aid</td>
<td>1,046,341.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** $1,100,275.00
SETS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - PARKSIDE

MISCELLANEOUS
1. MULTIPLE DONORS
   LIFE SCIENCE SEMINAR SERIES
   PKS SC&SOC SCIENCE LIFE SCI (133-8148) 250.00

PHYSICAL PLANT
1. EDUCATION, DEPT. OF
   WASHINGTON, DC
   IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:
   1) PARKSIDE LIBRARY-LEARNING CTR-INTEREST SUBSIDY
      GRANT
      FOR THE PERIOD 08-18-72 THROUGH 04-01-82
      AWARD # 5-5-00635-0
      PKS UNIT-W DEBT SV AC BLDGS (144-H517) 35,152.00
   2) INTEREST SUBSIDY GRANT FOR CLASSROOM PROJECT
      FOR THE PERIOD 08-21-73 THROUGH 04-01-82
      AWARD # 5-5-00644-0
      PKS UNIT-W DEBT SV AC BLDGS (144-K925) 26,344.00

RESEARCH
1. DHHS, PHS, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
   BETHESDA, MD
   IN VITRO DIRECTIONAL GROWTH OF MOTOR NEURITES
   FOR THE PERIOD 04-01-82 THROUGH 03-31-83
   AWARD # R23 NS18214-01
   PKS SC&SOC SCIENCE LIFE SCI (144-R797) 44,351.00
2. APPLIED CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY, INC.
   FULLERTON, CA
   INTERMOUNTAIN POWER PROJECT (IPP): INTERMOUNTAIN-
   ADELANTO BIPOLE I TRANSMISSION LINE PHASE II
   UTAH ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES FIELD STUDIES FOR THE
   PERIOD 02-15-82 THRU 08-22-82
   PKS SC&SOC BEHAVIORAL SCI SOC-ANTHRO (133-F103) 53,006.00

STUDENT AID
1. EDUCATION, DEPT. OF
   WASHINGTON, DC
   BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAM
   FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AT A TOTAL COST OF $569,318.00
   AWARD # P006203238, MOD. 1
   PKS BUS SV FELLOWS & SCHOLs (148-6082) 244,888.00
2. MULTIPLE DONORS
   JAMES E. MCKEOWN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
   PKS SC&SOC BEHAVIORAL SCI ADMIN (133-F148) 1,176.00
### STUDENT AID

3. MULTIPLE DONORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship for Outstanding Science Student PKS SCIENCE SCIENCE</th>
<th>Admin (133-F149)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL PARKSIDE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Plant</td>
<td>61,496.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>97,357.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Aid</td>
<td>246,164.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TOTAL             | 405,267.00 |

---

**GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS**

**APRIL 09, 1982**

**UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - PARKSIDE**
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - RIVER FALLS

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE

1. WISCONSIN HUMANITIES COMMITTEE
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH NEH
   SERIES OF TWO WORKSHOPS "GERMAN AND GERMAN/
   BOHEMIAN ROOTS"
   FOR THE PERIOD 08-14-81 THROUGH 11-30-81
   AWARD # G-FY80-181-V434(I)
   RVF ART&SC MODERN LANGUAGES
   (144-0723) 484.08

MISCELLANEOUS

1. WISCONSIN ARTS BOARD
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH NEA
   VISITING ARTIST IN DANCE THEATRE
   FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 03-01-82
   RVF ST CTR STUDENT CENTER
   (144-0690) 550.00

TOTAL RIVER FALLS 1,034.08

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE 484.08
MISCELLANEOUS 550.00
## GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

**APRIL 09, 1982**

### UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STEVENS POINT

#### EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE

1. **GOVERNOR’S EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OFFICE**
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH LABOR
   NATURAL RESOURCES CAREERS WORKSHOPS FOR WOMEN;
   MINORITIES AND HIGH SCHOOL GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
   FOR THE PERIOD 05-01-82 THROUGH 08-31-82
   AWARD # GLSC-82-993
   STP CONR NATURAL RESOURCES NAT RESRCS (144-8428) 21,748.00

#### RESEARCH

1. **AGRIC. FOREST SERVICE**
   ST. PAUL, MN
   DEVELOPMENTAL ANATOMY OF ADVENTITIOUS ROOT
   PRIMUMORIUM INITIATION IN PINUS BANKSIANA
   SEEDLING CUTTINGS
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-81 THROUGH 09-30-82
   AWARD # 13-703
   STP COLS BIOLOGY (144-5921) 4,440.00

2. **NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION**
   WASHINGTON, DC
   POWER, POLICY AND DISASTER: THE POLITICAL-
   ORGANIZATION IMPACT OF A MAJOR FLOOD
   FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 08-31-82
   AWARD # CEE-8113529
   STP COLS SOCIOLOGICAL ANTHROP (144-7616) 59,722.00

#### STUDENT AID

1. **EDUCATION, DEPT OF**
   WASHINGTON, DC
   NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM
   FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # CAN 1 E003255
   STP STU AF FINANCIAL AIDS N DIR ST L (LOANS) 10,454.00

2. **EDUCATION, DEPT OF**
   WASHINGTON, DC
   BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM
   FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # CAN 2 E003237
   STP STU AF FINANCIAL AIDS BASIC OP G (148-2209) 942,004.00

**TOTAL STEVENS POINT 1,038,368.00**

### EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE

| 21,748.00 |

### RESEARCH

| 4,440.00 |

### STUDENT AID

| 10,454.00 | 942,004.00 | 1,038,368.00 |
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STOUT

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE

1. WI BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCATION
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMUNITY SERVICES LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # 30-140-150-312
   STO I&TECH IND & MARKETG ED IND&MKTG E (144-0448) 5,025.00

2. WI BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCATION
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   VITA RESEARCH SEMINAR - PART II
   FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # 30-102-150-312
   STO CREI CTR FOR R&E IMPV CTR-R&E IM (144-0452) 5,137.00

3. WI BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCATION
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   PROFESSIONAL GROWTH WEEK - 1982
   FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # 30-101-150-312
   STO I&TECH IND & MARKETG ED IND&MKTG E (144-0458) 11,266.00

4. WI DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   SUMMER FAMILY FOCUSED CURRICULUM WORKSHOPS - 1982
   FOR THE PERIOD 05-18-82 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # PAB 01642
   STO H ECON HUMAN DEVELOPMNT HUMAN DEV (144-0463) 2,992.00

5. WI DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   IMPROVING THE HIGH SCHOOL SPECIAL EDUCATION
   TEACHER'S INSIGHTS INTO THE BASIC PHILOSOPHY AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES UTILIZED BY THEIR SCHOOLS
   VOCATIONAL EDUCATORS
   FOR THE PERIOD 02-15-82 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # 2-99871/J144
   STO I&TECH IND & MARKETG ED IND&MKTG E (144-0464) 29,868.00

6. WI BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCATION
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   CETA/WBVTAE ENHANCED LINKAGES PROJECT
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-15-81 THROUGH 04-30-82
   AWARD # 30-901-159-852
   STO CREI CTR FOR R&E IMPV CTR-R&E IM (144-0466) 11,500.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STOUT

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE

7. WI DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
MADISON, WI
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
REFINING ACTIVITIES IN VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CLUBS
OF AMERICA
FOR THE PERIOD 01-15-82 THROUGH 06-30-82
AWARD # PAB 01524
STO I&TECH PROG-INDUST EDUC (144-0473) 5,557.00

8. WI BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL & ADULT
EDUCATION
MADISON, WI
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
MODEL FOR ASSESSING THE IMPACTS OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 07-01-82
AWARD # 30-702-150-312
STO CREI CTR FOR REE IMPV CTR-REI IM (144-0518) 3,860.00

9. WI BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND ADULT
EDUCATION
MADISON, WI
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
COMPUTER CONCEPTS VTAE FOOD SERVICE
FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
AWARD # 30-604-150-312
STO CREI CTR FOR REE IMPV CREI-EVAL (144-0528) 4,185.00

10. WI BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND ADULT
EDUCATION
MADISON, WI
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
TECHNICAL GROWTH WEEK, 1982
FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
AWARD # 30-105-150-312
STO I&TECH PROG-VOC&TECH ED (144-0562) 13,395.00

11. NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HANDICAPPED RESEARCH
WASHINGTON, DC
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
REHABILITATION RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION -
RESEARCH & TRAINING CENTER
FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
AWARD # 133BH10017
STO EDUC STO VOC REH INST RES&TRNG C (144-0441) 575,000.00

12. STOUT UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC
MENOMONIE, WI
LITERARY MAGAZINE - MENOMONIE FOR THE PERIOD
12-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
AWARD # 3093-1-A-82
STO LIB ST ENGLISH (133-0396) 1,134.00

13. MAUSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MAUSTON, WI
IMPLEMENTATION OF A SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
EVALUATION AT MAUSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR THE
PERIOD 09-01-81 THROUGH 05-31-82
AWARD # 9614-1-A-82
STO CREI CTR FOR REE IMPV CREI-EVAL (133-0510) 1,197.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STOUT

GIFT-IN-KIND

1. HONEYWELL CORPORATION
   HOPKINS, MN
   ONE ELMENDORF TEAR TESTER, 6400 GM. CAPACITY
   AWARD # 0110481A

2. FORD PARTS AND SERVICE DIVISION
   MINNEAPOLIS, MN
   44 CARBURETORS
   AWARD # 0100181A

3. DRESSER INDUSTRIES, INC
   WORTHINGTON, OHIO
   JEFFREY CHAIN DISPLAY W/SAMPLES
   WHITNEY CHAIN SAMPLES
   2 FOOTE-JONES GEAR BOXES (1 CUT AWAY)
   1 ELECTRA GEAR MOTOR (CHROME PLATED CUT AWAY)
   AWARD # 091081A

4. INTERNATIONAL PAPER, INC
   ARDEN HILLS, MN
   ONE YEAR SUPPLY OF CORRUGATED BOARD (CONSUMABLE)
   AWARD # 0101681A

5. GENERAL MOTORS TRAINING CENTER
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   ONE TRANSMISSION-CADILLAC 425 TRANS
   ONE TRANSMISSION-TURBO HYDRA-MATIC 350
   8 CARBURETORS, ROCHESTER, SELECTION OF CURRENT MODELS
   AWARD # 0102831A

6. MID-AMERICA TAG & LABEL
   NEENAH, WI
   5" X 7" ONE ARM GLIDER SCREEN PRINTER WITH VACUUM TABLE
   12 ALUMINUM ADJUSTABLE SCREEN FRAMES WITH FABRIC
   AWARD # 0102372A

7. FORD PARTS AND SERVICE DIVISION
   MINNEAPOLIS, MN
   79, 80, 81 SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS FOR WORKING WITH FORD PRODUCTS
   AWARD # 0102381A

8. NECOOSA PAPER CO
   PORT EDWARDS, WI
   PRINTING PAPERS 1. BUTLER LINEN COVER - IVORY
   2. ARDOR BOND - WHITE
   AWARD # 01782A
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STOUT

GIFT-IN-KIND

9. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
   NEW YORK, NY
   TWO LITHOGRAPHS BY HENRI HAYDEN
   $10

10. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    ONE SET OF SCREENPRINTS BY ROBERT MOTHERWELL
    $10

11. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    TWO SCREENPRINTS BY THOMAS PHILIPS
    ONE SCREENPRINT BY BEVERLY PEPPER
    $10

12. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    FOUR PRINTS BY ARTIST ELISABETH FRINK
    $10

13. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    ONE PRINT BY GRAHAM OVENDEN
    ONE PRINT BY WILLIAM SCOTT
    $10

14. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    ONE SET OF THREE SCREENPRINTS BY NICHOLAS MONRO
    FOUR PRINTS BY PATRICK CAULFIELD
    $10

15. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    ONE PRINT BY GRAHAM OVENDEN
    $10

16. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    ONE PRINT BY WILLIAM SCOTT
    $10

17. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    ONE ETCHING BY KIM LIM
    $10

18. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    THREE PRINTS BY KENNETH MARTIN
    $10

19. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
    NEW YORK, NY
    ONE PORTFOLIO BY WILLIAM TUCKER
    $10
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STOUT

GIFT-IN-KIND

20. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
NEW YORK, NY
ONE PRINT BY DOM SILVESTER HUNEDARD
ONE PRINT BY WILLIAM SCOTT
ONE PRINT BY WILLIAM TURNBULL
STO

21. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
NEW YORK, NY
ONE SCREENPRINT BY PATRICK HERON
ONE PRINT ETCHING BY KIM LIM
STO

22. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
NEW YORK, NY
ONE PORTFOLIO OF PRINTS BOXED WITH ONE BOOK,
TWO AQUATINTS, ONE PORTFOLIO OF PRINTS BY
TOM PHILIPS
STO

23. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
NEW YORK, NY
ONE PRINT BY ADOLF GOTTLIEB
STO

24. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
NEW YORK, NY
ONE SET OF FIVE PRINTS BY GORDON HOUSE
STO

25. MARTIN S. ACKERMAN FOUNDATION
NEW YORK, NY
ONE PORTFOLIO OF PRINTS BY ANDRE THOMKINS
STO

INSTRUCTION

1. WI DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
MADISON, WI
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
REVISION OF THE WISCONSIN GUIDE TO LOCAL CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION,
K-12
FOR THE PERIOD 01-15-82 THROUGH 06-30-82
AWARD # PAB 01523
STO IGTECH PROG-INDUST EDUC (144-0488) 14,620.00

2. WI DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
MADISON, WI
PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
ADAPTING NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION STANDARDS FOR USE BY WISCONSIN SCHOOLS
FOR THE PERIOD 01-21-82 THROUGH 06-30-82
AWARD # PAB 01567
STO IGTECH PROG-INDUST EDUC (144-0511) 5,194.00
3. WI BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL & ADULT EDUCATION
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   C-VATE PHASE XI — CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL & ADULT EDUCATION — PERSONNEL TRAINING
   FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # 30-601-150-312
   STO SREI CTR FOR R&E IMPV CTR-R&E IM (144-0512) 35,014.00

4. REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
   WASHINGTON, DC
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   LONG-TERM TEACHING GRANT AND TRAINEESHIPS IN WORK EVALUATION AND WORK ADJUSTMENT
   FOR THE PERIOD 09-01-81 THROUGH 08-31-82
   AWARD # G058100024
   STO EDUC STO VOC REH INST DEPT OF VR (144-0482) 105,392.00

5. WEST CENTRAL EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING OFFICE
   EAU CLAIRE, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH LABOR
   CLASSROOM TRAINING — COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION & PLACEMENT (CETA)
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-81 THROUGH 09-30-81
   AWARD # 2BCP-81-696
   STO EDUC STO VOC REH INST VDC-EVAL (144-0414) 15,056.00

6. WEST CENTRAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OFFICE
   EAU CLAIRE, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH LABOR
   JOB PLACEMENT PROGRAM
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-81 THROUGH 09-30-82
   AWARD # 2BCJ-82-696
   STO EDUC STO VOC REH INST VDC-PLAC (144-0450) 18,000.00

7. WEST CENTRAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OFFICE
   EAU CLAIRE, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH LABOR
   CETA COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION AND PLACEMENT
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
   AWARD # 2BCA-82-696
   STO EDUC STO VOC REH INST VDC-EVAL (144-0453) 44,995.00

8. WEST CENTRAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OFFICE
   EAU CLAIRE, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH LABOR
   YOUTH OFFICE PLACEMENT PROGRAM
   FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-81 THROUGH 09-30-82
   AWARD # 4EWX-82-696
   STO EDUC STO VOC REH INST VDC-PLAC (144-0455) 6,962.00

9. WEST CENTRAL DIVISION OF EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING PROGRAM
   EAU CLAIRE, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH LABOR
   EMPLOYMENT ORIENTATION — JOB BOUND (CETA)
   FOR THE PERIOD 01-11-82 THROUGH 09-30-82
   AWARD # 2BCJ-82-698
   STO EDUC STO VOC REH INST VDC-PLAC (144-0533) 73,466.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STOUT

INSTRUCTION

10. STOUT FOUNDATION, INC
    MENOMONIE, WI
    PROJECT ENTITLED "DIAL-A-STORY" FOR THE PERIOD
    12-01-81 THROUGH 12-30-82
    AWARD # 2091-I-A-82
    STO H ECON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT HUMAN DEV (133-0348) 1,493.00

RESEARCH

1. WI BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL & ADULT
    EDUCATION
    MADISON, WI
    PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DEED
    CVTAE PHASE XI - CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL
    & ADULT EDUCATION - RESEARCH
    FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
    AWARD # 30-701-150-312
    STO CREI CTR FOR R&E IMPV CTR-R&E IM (144-0513) 24,986.00

2. MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING
    ST. PAUL, MN
    CONSTRUCTION METHOD FOR FABRICATING MATERIAL
    TO FORM A SPIRAL FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH
    12-31-82
    AWARD # 9115-1-A-82
    STO I & TECH SCH-IND & TECH ADM (133-0760) 10,000.00

3. FIBERITE CORPORATION
    WINONA, MN
    DEVELOPMENTAL WORK WITH FIBERITE MATRIX MATERIALS
    FOR THE PERIOD 02-01-82 THROUGH 08-31-82
    AWARD # 9116-1-A-82
    STO I & TECH SCH-IND & TECH ADM (133-0762) 1,108.00

STUDENT AID

1. EDUCATION, DEPT OF
    WASHINGTON, DC
    BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM
    FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
    AWARD # P008202953
    STO ST AST BEDG PROGRAM (148-0592) 888,950.00

TOTAL STOUT 1,915,352.00

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE 670,116.00
INSTRUCTION 320,192.00
RESEARCH 36,094.00
STUDENT AID 888,950.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - WHITewater

GIFT-IN-KIND

1. ARTHUR YOUNG & COMPANY
   MILWAUKEE, WI
   3 METAL DESKS, 4 CHAIRS, 5 FILING CABINETS AND
   1 AIR CONDITIONER

INSTRUCTION

1. WI DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
   MADISON, WI
   PRIME CONTRACTOR WITH DED
   TRAINING FOR TEACHERS OF VISUALLY HANDICAPPED IN
   PUBLIC SCHOOLS TO BECOME CERTIFIED IN THE AREA OF
   VISION
   FOR THE PERIOD 02-12-82 THROUGH 04-24-82
   AWARD # P.O. #01503
   WTW ET&PS EXT - FIELD SVC (144-0246) 2,650.00

TOTAL WHITewater

INSTRUCTION 2,650.00

2,650.00
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - CENTER SYSTEM

RESEARCH

1. GREEN LAKE PROPERTY ASSOCIATION OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, INC.
WEST BEND, WI
FISHERY IMPROVEMENT STUDY
CNS WASH. BIOLOGY

STUDENT AID

1. EDUCATION, DEPT. OF WASHINGTON, DC
IN SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING:

1) BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM
(REDUCTION OF FUNDS DUE TO A DECREASE IN ANTICIPATED EXPENDITURES)
FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-80 THROUGH 06-30-81
AT A TOTAL COST OF $1,370,049.00
AWARD # P008102949
CNS (148-R081) 297,167.00-

2) BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAM
FOR THE PERIOD 07-01-81 THROUGH 06-30-82
AT A TOTAL COST OF $1,259,180.00
AWARD # P008202949, MOD. 1
CNS (148-R082) 441,210.00

TOTAL CENTER SYSTEM 144,743.00

RESEARCH 700.00
STUDENT AID 144,043.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - EXTENSION

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE

1. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, DC
AERATION SYSTEM DESIGN, OPERATION, TESTING AND CONTROL
FOR THE PERIOD 01-01-82 THROUGH 12-31-82
AWARD # CR-809975-01-0
EXT PHD-CE ENGINEERING ADMIN (144-R806) 21,995.00

2. NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
WASHINGTON, DC
CHALLENGE GRANT
FOR THE PERIOD 10-01-79 THROUGH 06-30-83
AT A TOTAL COST OF $1,145,000.00
AWARD # CN-40806-79, MOD. 3
EXT E C RADIO-TV GENERAL (144-P195) 27,900.00

3. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN FOUNDATION
MADISON, WI
WISCONSIN CENTER CARPETING
EXT ADM SV CONF CENTER-MSN WIS CENTER (133-D504) 405.61

4. KELLOGG (W.K.) FOUNDATION
BATTLE CREEK, MI
KELLOGG NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOR THE PERIOD
07-01-80 THRU 06-30-82 AT A $19,398 LEVEL
EXT E E D AGRIC, AGRI-BUS AGR ECON (133-E087) 1,500.00

5. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE FOUNDATION, INC.
EAU CLAIRE, WI
WISCONSIN HUMANITIES COMMITTEE REGRANTS AND GENERAL SUPPORT
EXT ADM SV WIS HUMANITIES C (133-E982) 2,500.00

6. EAGLES (FRATERNAL ORDER OF) #623
MADISON, WI
WILLIAMSON STREET COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
EXT E E D GOVT & COM DEVEL ADMIN (133-F105) 1,000.00

7. MADISON FIRE DEPARTMENT
MADISON, WI
PRODUCTION OF FILM DOCUMENTARY CONCERNING WOMEN FIREFIGHTERS IN THE MADISON FIRE DEPARTMENT
EXT E C TELEVISION (133-F138) 7,593.00

8. MULTIPLE DONORS
SUPPORT PROGRAMS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
EXT EED-CE MANAGEMENT INST ADMIN (133-4539) 100.00
GIFTS, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
APRIL 09, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - EXTENSION

GIFT-IN-KIND

1. INTERNATIONAL TAPETRONICS CORPORATION
   BLOOMINGTON, IL
   TWO 1K SYSTEMS INCLUDING: TWO 1K LIBRARY STORAGE
   SYSTEMS COMPLETE WITH SOURCE CARDS
   GIFT-IN-KIND
   EXT & C INSTR COMMUN SYS

2. FRIENDS OF CHANNEL 21, INC.
   MADISON, WI
   COMPUTER DISC DRIVE, CORE, AND BOARD.
   GIFT IN KIND
   EXT & C TELEVISION

TOTAL EXTENSION

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE    62,993.61

EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE     62,993.61
## Gifts, Grants and Contracts Summary
### Items Processed 02-12-82 Through 03-18-82

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CNTL ADM/UNIV WIDE</th>
<th>EXTENSION INSTRUCTION</th>
<th>LIBRARIES</th>
<th>MISC.</th>
<th>PHY. PLANT</th>
<th>RESEARCH</th>
<th>STUDENT AID</th>
<th>UNRES.</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center System</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>-0-</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>-0-</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eau Claire</td>
<td>5,592</td>
<td>4,695</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>-0-</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>33,105</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>62,994</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>-0-</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>1,030,567</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Bay</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>4,879</td>
<td>135,083</td>
<td>45,679</td>
<td>379,790</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Crosse</td>
<td>5,200</td>
<td>16,740</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3,948</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>932,594</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>9,690</td>
<td>7,002</td>
<td>660,225</td>
<td>26,626</td>
<td>15,780,091</td>
<td>2,496,375</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>106,117</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>16,974</td>
<td>13,480</td>
<td>135,335</td>
<td>19,343</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oshkosh</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>41,934</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>1,046,341</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkside</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>61,496</td>
<td>97,357</td>
<td>246,164</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platteville</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Falls</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Point</td>
<td>21,748</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>64,162</td>
<td>952,458</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stout</td>
<td>670,116</td>
<td>326,192</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>36,094</td>
<td>888,950</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitewater</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>2,650</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total APR 1982</strong></td>
<td>766,134</td>
<td>502,018</td>
<td>7,502</td>
<td>686,826</td>
<td>236,685</td>
<td>16,222,523</td>
<td>8,136,625</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Previously Reported</strong></td>
<td>5,839,958</td>
<td>13,890,016</td>
<td>619,747</td>
<td>6,318,622</td>
<td>1,355,099</td>
<td>96,912,365</td>
<td>38,087,524</td>
<td>35,024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td>6,606,092</td>
<td>14,392,034</td>
<td>626,649</td>
<td>7,005,449</td>
<td>1,591,784</td>
<td>113,134,868</td>
<td>46,224,149</td>
<td>35,149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total APR 1981</strong></td>
<td>608,619</td>
<td>637,360</td>
<td>13,949</td>
<td>664,250</td>
<td>1,152,762</td>
<td>10,133,264</td>
<td>1,369,222</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Previously Reported</strong></td>
<td>8,537,710</td>
<td>14,178,082</td>
<td>457,694</td>
<td>5,558,821</td>
<td>599,393</td>
<td>99,991,608</td>
<td>41,605,780</td>
<td>27,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td>9,146,329</td>
<td>14,815,441</td>
<td>471,643</td>
<td>6,223,071</td>
<td>1,752,155</td>
<td>110,124,872</td>
<td>42,975,001</td>
<td>31,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Total APR 1982</td>
<td>744,762</td>
<td>363,083</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>50,290</td>
<td>186,685</td>
<td>15,012,367</td>
<td>7,998,747</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Previously Reported</strong></td>
<td>2,682,064</td>
<td>11,440,323</td>
<td>156,204</td>
<td>2,146,824</td>
<td>521,984</td>
<td>77,188,342</td>
<td>36,548,966</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal Grand Total</strong></td>
<td>3,426,826</td>
<td>11,903,606</td>
<td>156,204</td>
<td>2,197,115</td>
<td>708,669</td>
<td>92,200,709</td>
<td>44,547,713</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Total APR 1981</td>
<td>464,414</td>
<td>612,193</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>469,622</td>
<td>1,146,468</td>
<td>9,087,517</td>
<td>1,322,673</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Previously Reported</strong></td>
<td>5,955,669</td>
<td>13,608,172</td>
<td>53,554</td>
<td>2,116,295</td>
<td>558,893</td>
<td>85,068,031</td>
<td>39,880,739</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal Grand Total</strong></td>
<td>6,420,083</td>
<td>14,220,365</td>
<td>53,554</td>
<td>2,583,917</td>
<td>1,705,361</td>
<td>94,155,548</td>
<td>41,203,412</td>
<td>0-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TOTAL | 26,558,438 | 163,057,935 | 189,616,374 | 14,583,575 | 170,956,327 | 185,559,902 | 24,355,934 | 13,102,887 | 160,344,240 |
REPORT OF THE SPECIAL
REGENT STUDY COMMITTEE
ON
EXTENSION

Submitted to Board of Regents
on
April 9, 1982
In the State 1979-81 Biennial Budget Act the Wisconsin Legislature mandated that the Board of Regents report on three aspects of the University of Wisconsin-Extension: (1) the prospects for federal funding of cooperative extension, and plans for dealing with those prospects; (2) the method the Board uses to insure that its priorities are reflected in decisions to reprogram public service funds within UW-Extension; and (3) the progress made in implementing UW-Extension's continuing education fee policy, and areas in which that policy could be improved. The first of these studies concerning cooperative extension funding was delivered to the Legislature and Governor in November, 1979. The reports on the reprogramming of public service funds and the continuing education fee policy of UW-Extension were submitted to the Legislature and the Governor in June of 1980.

Regent review of UW-Extension in 1979-80 raised a number of issues which were peripheral to the immediate legislative mandates but of such significant concern to the Board that the President of the Board appointed a special committee to review them. Issues of concern included, for example, questions related to rank and tenure for community faculty, organizational concerns and fee policy.

The Special Regent Study Committee on Extension was appointed in July, 1980 and initiated its study by holding a number of public hearings. Hearings were held between September 4, 1980 and December 4, 1981. In addition, the Special Study Committee reviewed numerous studies and memoranda on the subject.

On May 4, 1981 the Regent Study Committee requested of President Robert M. O'Neill that he consider the appointment of a President's Advisory Group on Extension (PAGE) composed of UWS faculty and administrators. It was to review and synthesize all the information that had been generated by the Regent Study Committee plus a number of other reports and documents which were in the process of being developed within UW-Extension and between UW-Extension and UW-Milwaukee and to provide recommendations to the President. On May 9, 1981, President O'Neil appointed the President's Advisory Group on Extension. That body provided the President with advisory recommendations in December of 1981. On February 4, the Regent Study Committee received a report and set of recommendations from President O'Neil. These recommendations reflected the President's study of several documents submitted to him, including the report of the President's Advisory Group on Extension. At the Board of Regents meeting on February 5, the Chairman of the Regent Study Committee invited comment and reaction to President O'Neil's recommendations and asked that it be available by February 19. The Committee has received a substantial number of comments from faculty and administrators within UW-Extension and from faculty and administrators at other UW System institutions. In addition, individuals and groups outside the UW System have also responded. Each member of the Regent Study Committee has reviewed these comments and the Committee is now prepared to submit its recommendations for consideration by the Board of Regents.
Prior to setting forth the Regent Study Committee's recommendations it is important to note that it has based them on the same assumptions which President O'Neil included in his report of February 4. The Regent Study Committee endorses the assumptions which are as follows:

"(a) A reaffirmation of the University of Wisconsin System commitment to the Wisconsin Idea.

(b) Improvement of a coordinated statewide extension function within the University of Wisconsin System.

(c) Development of a statewide coordinated plan for extension which would provide a clearer focus and better understanding, for both internal and external observers, as to what Extension is and is not, how Extension resources are being used, where future needs appear to be, and how we plan to respond to those needs.

(d) Enhancement of the interinstitutional relationships between UWEX and the UW System institutions by providing more meaningful institutional involvement in needs assessment, program priority setting, and programming and budget responsibility.

(e) Reduction in administrative costs and streamlining of administrative and program decision making within UWEX, while avoiding unnecessary duplication and increased administrative costs at the institutional levels.

(f) Continuation of the strong, historical relationships with county governments and other state and local agencies, thereby continuing to extend the capacity of our universities to resolve problems and improve our society.

(g) Enhancement of the general faculty understanding of the Extension function, so that appropriate recognition may be given when personnel questions are being reviewed."

Based on these assumptions, the Special Regent Study Committee on Extension recommends that the Board of Regents:

1. Reaffirm the historic commitment of the UW System to the Wisconsin Idea. The extension function is essentially one of utilizing university resources beyond the classroom for the benefit of the state and society at large. The university has a long history of success in seeking new ways of serving the citizens of the state. The decade of the 80's will bring increased demand for extension services, which will require more institutional involvement if that expanded need is to be addressed. Institutional involvement and commitment to extension will require that all faculty and departments commit themselves to the enhancement of the extension function as they have to teaching and research.
2. Resolve that University of Wisconsin-Extension should continue as an institution of the University of Wisconsin System with the chief administrator's title continuing to be that of Chancellor. (Using the authorization to recruit for a "chief administrative officer" previously approved by the Regents, the Search and Screen Committee is directed to proceed as rapidly as possible to seek a new chancellor who might take office as early as July 1, 1982.)

3. Further emphasize the University of Wisconsin System's commitment to a systemwide, coordinated extension effort by requesting that UW System Administration monitor, from a System perspective, the extension programs offered by the institutions of the UW System and review annual program plans and budgets, and biennial budget submissions. System Administration will not assume operational responsibility, but will mediate any unresolved interinstitutional disputes.

4. Assign the leadership responsibility for program coordination and statewide planning of the UWS extension function to the Chancellor of UW-Extension. In cooperation with the Chancellors of the other UW System institutions, the Chancellor of UW-Extension shall develop and maintain a coordinated, statewide extension plan. In this context, annual plans for campus-based noncredit programs within the region must be reviewed by UW-Extension to ensure the needed degree of coordination and compatibility of program offerings with institutional mission.

5. Encourage integration of existing UW-Extension faculty with faculties of the other institutions of the UW System. Steps toward such integration should begin as soon as feasible. Any plans for integration of UW-Extension faculty into campus departments or other units must be approved by the appropriate faculty and administrative review bodies of each institution involved, be approved by the President's office, and reported to the Regents. In order to encourage greater integration of faculty and staff in general extension with the institutions, when a position budgeted to UW-Extension becomes vacant the needs it served should be met insofar as possible through campus-based faculty. Only if those needs cannot be met within existing campus academic units should a general extension position be perpetuated. Further, the expression "integration" is expanded, where appropriate, to include the concept of bringing together in a meaningful way each university's administration and faculty in planning and coordinating its extension efforts and in establishing appropriate planning and programming models.

6. Encourage the use of interinstitutional committees to review existing interinstitutional agreements and to initiate steps toward integration of faculties. These committees may also address such issues as needs assessment, program priorities, budget, and personnel policies and make recommendations leading to new interinstitutional agreements between UW-Extension and the other institutions.
7. Support move toward integration of UW-Extension faculty in Milwaukee with the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee as proposed by the Joint UWM/UWEX Committee to serve as the initial phase for such integration. Implementation should be preceded by full faculty consideration within both institutions. A condition of this recommendation on UWM/UWEX integration is that an evaluative phase be included which will result in a report to the Regents at the end of the 1983-84 academic year. Its purpose will be to assess the strengths and weaknesses of such integration and include recommendations on how to resolve any lingering problems and strengthen and improve extension programming in the Milwaukee area.

8. Require that allocations from UW-Extension to institutions be based on interinstitutional agreements reached between the Chancellor of UW-Extension and the Chancellor of the institution involved; that such allocations permanently retain their budgetary identity as funds in support of extension programs; and that they be accompanied by substantial and adequate assurance of continued performance of the extension function and fiscal commitment to existing personnel. Modifications in interinstitutional agreements occasioned by required budget cuts or by vacancies due to retirement, death, or resignation of personnel must not be handled unilaterally, must be consistent with good personnel management, and must be compatible with the statewide plan for extension. The budget allocations identified in the interinstitutional agreements must assure sufficient stability and duration to permit institutions to make long-range commitments for carrying out that portion of the statewide extension plan for which they have accepted responsibility. Interinstitutional agreements may include three types of commitments: (a) continuing fiscal support for tenured and probationary faculty (and their program support) with specific long-term assignments to extension activities, (b) annual commitments to faculty and staff for short-term projects and activities and their program support to implement agreed upon programs, and, (c) longer term commitments which might support continuing education activities not permanently identified with specific individuals. Allocations based on these long and short-term commitments will be administered through the UW institutions' faculty and administrative structures. Ultimate responsibility for the budget associated with these allocations and based on the interinstitutional agreements will remain with the UW-Extension Chancellor.

9. Suggest the use of the seven criteria recommended by the President's Advisory Group on Extension in determining the involvement and best use of resources for the extension function at the various institutions. They are: (1) relatedness of mission; (2) acceptance of financial responsibility; (3) compatibility of institutional and systemwide extension program priorities; (4) availability of faculty and staff with appropriate disciplinary competencies; (5) accessibility of a meaningful clientele; (6) evidence of clear and substantial institutional commitment; and (7) the likelihood of "minimum critical mass of resources" reflected in a meaningful proportion of each faculty appointment designated for extension activity.
10. In the interest of improving and streamlining UW-Extension administration and enhancing communications, support the internal reorganization of UW-Extension substantially as proposed by the UWEX Joint Faculty Administration Committee and urge the President of the UW System and the Chancellor of UW-Extension to proceed towards the establishment of a structure by July 1, 1982, which reflects three separate and homogeneous units—(a) general extension and special mission programs; (b) cooperative extension and special mission programs; and (c) educational communications, each administered by a dean or director. Each of the administrative positions is to be filled through a regular search and screen process. UW-Extension should examine each of the programming and service units either concurrently or following the divisional reorganization to determine its viability and the appropriateness of its divisional placement.

11. Reconfirm its charge that UW-Extension continue to develop and expand, through reprogramming and reallocations, the internal budget and personnel flexibility required to meet changing societal needs. The recently developed program evaluation process, wherein every program is evaluated within an eight year cycle, should continue to have as one of its objectives a determination whether the program being evaluated is consistent with the mission of UW-Extension, does not inappropriately duplicate programs being offered by other state agencies, including specifically VTAE and DPI, or more appropriately should be offered by others. Continued interaction and cooperation between UW-Extension and other state agencies are encouraged.

12. Support the recommendation of the President of the UW System for adoption of specific proposals in the report of the Special UW-Extension Committee on Faculty Rank and Tenure. (The basic premise of that report is that the concept of rank and tenure continue for community faculty with certain modifications.)

13. Make no attempt, at this time, to alter current policies with regard to off-campus credit courses (ACIS-3); and, that the relevant portions of the Regents' 1973 and 1978 policies should remain intact.

As in all organizations, there are problems which need to be addressed and resolved in order to improve operational and programming efficiency. In many cases, corrective action has been and is being taken within the UW-Extension organization and others can and will be resolved if the recommendations of this Committee are approved by the Board of Regents. The purpose of these recommendations is to establish Regent policy and guidelines and thus a context within which the UW System extension function can be implemented. The details will have to be worked out within UW-Extension and between UW-Extension, the other System institutions, System Administration, and, of course, by our faculties.
The Regent Study Committee is not unmindful of the heavy responsibility being given the Chancellors of the UW institutions to work cooperatively in developing a systemwide extension plan and the specific responsibilities given the Chancellor of UW-Extension. It is expected that the concept of a systemwide, coordinated approach to providing extension programming in response to clientele needs will be supported by the Chancellors and faculties of each institution. It is essential that a positive cooperative environment be established and maintained and that the resources of the state, which are entrusted to the UW System, be utilized in ways which avoid unnecessary duplication and excessive administrative costs, and are directed to responding to the high priority needs of the System and the state.

In concluding this report the Special Regent Study Committee on Extension would like to extend its thanks and appreciation to the many individuals and groups who made written and oral contributions to our study effort. The Committee especially would like to compliment the administration, faculty and staff of UW-Extension for their patience and understanding during the past three years of rather intensive review and analysis of their institution and its functions. They provided any and all information requested in comprehensible form. It enabled the Committee to develop a greater understanding and appreciation of the quality of the personnel and the programming which they have historically provided and continue to provide to the citizens of this state and nation.
A. Agreements for leases of the indicated space in the Annex Office Building located at 1954 East Washington Avenue has been signed by the UW-Madison Vice Chancellor for Administration. The term of each agreement is January 1, 1982 through December 31, 1982, at a rental rate of $6.93 per square foot. The space will be used for offices for programs which will contribute toward the goal of improved educational, vocational, and social opportunities for the handicapped, consistent with university policies and in cooperation with the University programs for the handicapped.

- Options in Community Living, Inc., Madison, Gail Jacob, Program Director, 429 net assignable square feet of space.

- Stoughton's Own Group Homes, Inc., Art Humberg, President, 115 net assignable square feet of space.

B. A Delegation Agreement between the Department of Administration and the University of Wisconsin System covering purchasing and printing, in accordance with s. 16.71 and 16.82(4), Wis. Stats., was signed by representatives of both agencies and became effective on February 26, 1982.

C. A new carrier to provide optional term insurance for UW System employees has been retained following a solicitation for proposals from the industry. The National Guardian Life Insurance Company, Madison, Wisconsin, has issued a master policy to provide the coverage now available through Northwestern National Life Insurance Company. The coverage is essentially the same but provides for premium reductions averaging 43%. The policy will become effective on April 1, 1982 (Group Policy No. GL-60) replacing coverage through Northwestern National Life Insurance Company. The policy will become effective on April 1, 1982 (Group Policy No. GL-60) replacing coverage through Northwestern National Life Insurance Company.

D. An agreement between the Eau Claire Family Practice Clinic and Dr. Robert Hume, a podiatrist, for the lease of approximately 1,100 square feet of space has been signed by the UW-Madison Vice Chancellor for Administration. In addition to providing podiatry service, Dr. Hume will be providing teaching services and consultation to the Department of Family Medicine and Practice residents. The lease period is January 1, 1982 to August 31, 1983, with a monthly rental of $480.

E. To Be Published by UW-Press:

- "Matabei as Machishu: A Reconsideration of the 'Founder of Ukiyo-e' as a Court Classicist" by Sandy Kita

- "The Social World of Batavia: A History of Dutch Asia" by Jean Taylor

- "Sir Philip Sidney: Selected Prose and Poetry" by Robert Kimbrough
IV. REPORT OF ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE STATE BUILDING COMMISSION ON 24 FEBRUARY 1982, AFFECTING THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIVERSITY</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. UW-EAU CLAIRE</td>
<td>Requested allotment of $83,900 of State Building Trust Funds and authority to implement a 1981-83 Stokers Repair project.</td>
<td>Not acted upon for lack of a motion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. UW-LA CROSSE</td>
<td>Requested authority to plan, bid, and construct a 1981-83 Chilled Water Cross-Connect project, for an estimated total project cost of $78,000.</td>
<td>APPROVED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* * *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requested authority to sell one 38.16-acre parcel of unimproved North Campus land at UW-La Crosse for $22,860 and use the land sale proceeds to plan, bid, and construct a 1981-83 Outdoor Physical Education Fields Access project.</td>
<td>APPROVED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. UW-MADISON:</td>
<td>Requested approval of the Concept &amp; Budget Report and authority to prepare Final Plans &amp; Specifications, bid, and construct a 1979-81 Energy Modifications - Engineering Research Building project, for an estimated total project cost of $708,000.</td>
<td>APPROVED. release of $50,000 of SBTF-P for preparation of Final Plans &amp; Specifications only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>